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1 Executive summary
The Hollybank Forest Reserve and neighbouring State Forest are a parcel of
stunning native bushland, parklands and small plantations of exotic tree
species, located a short distance from the city of Launceston. Hollybank has
an established adventure-based business (Hollybank Treetops Adventure) in
place offering a ‘flying fox-style’ course through the tree tops and Segway
rides; and as such the site is well equipped with a number of buildings, a
visitor centre and car parking.
The concept of a mountain bike development at Hollybank was first explored
by the land manager, Forestry Tasmania in 2003, with a formal internal report
into the concept completed in 2005. The focus at the time was on developing
a ‘mountain bike park’ style of facility with a dual loop trail system and a
number of ancillary facilities such as a pump track and dirt jump area.
The Hollybank site is perfectly positioned as a ‘gateway’ facility to the
proposed North East Tasmania Mountain Bike (NEMTB) experiences, offering
an accessible ‘taste’ of the current and proposed ‘iconic wild ride’ wilderness
trail experiences in the region. The rugged river and predominantly dense
forest of Hollybank provide an experience of true remoteness, despite being
just a short drive from the population centre of Launceston.
The aims of this project are to design a world class mountain bike trail
network that;
-

Is sensitive to the significant environmental and social values of the
HFR
Provides a gateway experience to the NEMTB development
Provides an ‘iconic wild ride’ experience, showcasing the unique
Tasmanian wilderness
Provides the highest available levels of trail sustainability
Is accessible and attractive to riders of all skill levels
Provides a field of play for a wide variety of potential events

The trail master plan (TMP) provided in this document builds upon the initial
plans for Hollybank to create an experience that is in keeping with the NEMTB
regional plan, and offers experiences that are in demand with the current
mountain bike market. The proposed facility offers an exciting hybrid between
a peri-urban ‘bike park’ and a wilderness riding experience, with the concept
now offering a remote trail network with a significant climb and descent.
These trail additions offer a highly-attractive opportunity for the current growth
market of ‘all-mountain’ riding.

10
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The proposed trail network offers a diverse variety of experiences to suit all
rider skill levels. The make-up of trail difficulty grading is as follows;
Trail Difficulty Grading
IMBA Green Circle/Easiest
(including fire trails/vehicle tracks)
IMBA Blue Square/More Difficult
IMBA Black Diamond/Most Difficult
IMBA Double Black Diamond/Extreme
Total trails

Trail volume (km)
4.5km
13.4km
0km
1.2km
(existing trail)
19.2km

As a whole, the facility plan offers a diverse riding experience with enticing
opportunities for all skill levels and demographics. When combined with the
picturesque forest of Hollybank, the development will undoubtedly attract
significant interest from both local and visitor/destination mountain biker
markets.

Hollybank Mountain Bike Facility- Trail Master Plan 2013

2. Glossary of key terms
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2 Glossary of key terms
Term
All-mountain
Bench
Berm
Camber
Double jump
Drop off

Fall line

Flow

IMBA

MTBA
NTD
NEMTB
Rock garden
Roller
Singletrack
Table top jump

Definition
A term describing rugged or adventurous cross country
riding, often with a descending focus
The cut made into a side slope to provide a trail
tread/surface
An inwardly banked corner, designed to make for faster and
easier cornering
Trail surface side slope/angle. Positive camber refers to an
in-sloping trail, negative camber refers to an out-sloping trail
A jump with a defined gap between take off and landing
A section of trail which forces or promotes riders to jump or
launch off a flat or gradually inclined/declined ramp, which is
typically a log or rock
A term used to describe a trail that is aligned directly down
the contours of a hill, or on a sustained descent/ascent
across the contour of a hill
A term used loosely to describe the free flowing nature of a
trail. Typically flowing trails feature minimal braking and little
need for intense pedalling
The International Mountain Bike Association. The world
body responsible for trail advocacy and for providing
internationally recognised trail difficulty rating systems
Mountain Bike Australia. Australia’s peak governing
mountain bike body (www.mtba.asn.au)
Northern Tasmania Development
The North East Tasmania Mountain Bike Proposal
A typically uneven rock trail surface
A domed mound used to improve flow and/or drainage. May
be used by riders to either increase or decrease speed
Narrow trail, typically offering a tread less than 900mm in
width
A jump with a flat/in-filled space between take off and
landing
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3. Overview
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3 Overview
The Hollybank site has been considered a key location for mountain bike
development in the North East of Tasmania for some years, with the
beginnings of formal mountain bike trail planning dating back to 2003. At this
time Forestry Tasmania developed initial concept documents for the area,
which included a mountain bike trail proposal. A more detailed mountain bikespecific concept plan was developed in 2005 by Keith Ryan and Jo Field,
which began the initial planning process for trails in the area. Joey Klein from
the International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA) visited the site in
2007, and undertook a significant volume of reconnaissance and trail
planning, which resulted in a further volume of trails being designed in the
area. With a number of existing amenities, car parking, easy access from
Launceston, and a high-quality established visitor centre, the site houses a
number of existing assets that will prove highly-valuable for this mountain bike
development. The site at Hollybank is also the location for existing
established tourist activities including a treetop adventure/’flying fox-style’
course and Segway tours, along with a number of bushwalking opportunities.
The Hollybank site itself offers a number of attractive attributes, which
contribute significantly to the potential for mountain bike trail development in
the area. The site is home to significant tracts of undisturbed native flora, and
areas of forest selectively harvested in the past that have now regenerated,
offering a true wilderness mountain bike experience within a short commute
from the Launceston CBD and airport. The Hollybank site is also benefited by
interesting terrain and topography, which includes frequent rocky dolerite
outcrops, providing an interesting canvas for the development of engaging
and exciting mountain bike trails. Pipers River and Butchers Creek both pass
through the proposed development area, contributing to the appeal of the
Hollybank Forest Reserve and adjacent State Forest for the development of a
world-class mountain bike facility.
While this TMP provides a comprehensive range of mountain bike
opportunities, there exists significant opportunity to undertake further
development in the Hollybank area. Details of potential further development
options can be found in section 19 and 30 of this document.
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This TMP provides a clear pathway towards development of an iconic, worldclass mountain bike facility. The completed facility when combined with other
existing and planned developments in the North East Tasmanian area will
offer an internationally significant mountain bike experience in the region.
This document offers a comprehensive trail master plan for the site; a more
succinct construction plan is available as an accompanying document. The
plan provided caters for all demographics including those users seeking a
more ‘bike park’ focussed experience through the provision of a pump track
and skills development area.
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4 The North East Tasmania Mountain Bike Proposal
(NEMTB)
4.1 Overview
Tasmania has a well-established brand of providing picturesque wilderness
experiences, and outdoor and adventure-based tourism activities. Within this
sector of the tourism market, mountain bike tourism continues to rapidly grow
as more world-class trails and facilities continue to develop throughout the
state.
In late 2011, Northern Tasmania Development (NTD) undertook
comprehensive consultation with stakeholders as part of the development of
the background report ‘Mountain Bike Tourism Potential in Northern
Tasmania’, completed by Six Dot Consulting. This consultation included
investigating the potential locations of proposed trails. Groups included in this
consultation included;
-

Cycling groups and clubs
Land owners
Government departments
Mountain bikers
Cycle businesses including tour operators and retail businesses
Cycle event organisers

As part of this process, individual workshops were conducted with key
stakeholders and industry professionals. As a result of this consultation, trail
locations were assessed against criteria including:
-

Landowner support (a primary consideration for this project)
Strategic and land use planning considerations (local and State)
Community and rider support
Benefit to local economies
Access considerations
Profile and other attractions
Maximising existing trails (Utilising existing trail infrastructure where
feasible and cost effective to do so)
Existing support facilities
Market appeal (local, national and international)
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The identification of these trails was conducted with an emphasis placed on
the criteria of:
1. Market Appeal
2. Landowner Support
3. Benefit to Local Communities
4. Existing Support Facilities
There are numerous recognised examples of the ability for mountain bike
(MTB) trail developments to reinvigorate regional communities in other parts
of the world. Given the likelihood of Regional Development funds being
available for projects of this nature, a particular impetus was placed on
developing a proposal that will meet the criteria of regional development grant
programs. Significant consideration was also given to the expected economic
benefits communities would enjoy in the event of the trail developments
proceeding.
Local consultant Rob Potter of Trail Systems (now of Dirt Art) was engaged by
NTD in early 2012 to investigate potential for the development of
approximately 100km of trails in the region. Extensive desktop and on-ground
research was conducted at this stage, resulting in the formation of a plan for
the development of four mountain bike trail areas. Following further market
profiling and concept development the fourth area, Mount Scott has been
excluded from the current development plan. The significant potential offered
by the Mount Scott area, will potentially see the site included in any future
stage/s of the NEMTB development.
A brief summary of the proposed development areas can be found over the
page - a full concept plan is available for each proposed venue, found as
separate documents as part of the NEMTB plan.
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4.2 The Trail areas - Hollybank
The Hollybank trail proposal will be extensively reviewed in this report.

4.3 The Trail areas - Mount Stronach
Mount Stronach is arguably the most unique site proposed as part of the
North East Mountain Bike (NEMTB) development, offering stunning tracts of
native forest, and towering granite outcrops. The site offers a unique canvas
for the development of engaging and exciting mountain bike trails, with vistas
out over Scottsdale and the Northern Tasmanian coast to Bridport.
The current proposal for Mount Stronach involves 14.5km of climbing and
descending trails suitable for all rider skill levels. This current trail volume has
been tailored to suit a projected total project budget, though it must be noted
that significant scope exists to develop higher trail volumes in this area.
The Mount Stronach Trail Concept has been replaced in the first development
stage by a trail proposal for the Derby area. It is anticipated that Mount
Stronach will proceed to development at a later stage.
The Mount Stronach Concept Trail Network can be found over the page.
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4.4 The trail areas - The Blue Tier
The Blue Tier Mountain Bike Proposal is perhaps the cornerstone of the
NEMTB development, offering a high volume of trails through the myrtle and
eucalypt forests of this stunning forest reserve. The Blue Tier trails involve a
significant elevation change, offering a sustained climb and descent, which
may also be shuttle accessed via a public 2WD-suitable gravel road.
The original proposal for the Blue Tier area includes 40km of intermediate and
advanced mountain bike trails, forming a climbing and descending trail.
Multiple merge points exist between the two key trails, offering scope to ride a
number of shorter loop formats.
The original Blue Tier Trail Network Concept can be found over the page. Dirt
Art are finalising designs for the 40km Blue Tier trail network at the time of this
report.
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4.6 Derby
A feasibility assessment and concept plan is due to be developed for the
Derby area in August 2013. At the time of this report a broad concept for this
proposed facility was not available.
It is anticipated that the trail network proposed for Derby will offer connections
with the township of Welborough and the proposed Blue Tier trail network.
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4.7 Proposed trail areas map
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5. Methodology
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5 Methodology
Initial client meeting

Literature review

On-ground site
reconnaissance

Aerial site
reconnaissance

Detailed trail design

Review of data

Formation of draft
trail master plan

Review of draft
trail master plan

Submission of final
trail master plan
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6 The Hollybank site
6.1 Location
The Hollybank Forest Reserve and neighbouring State Forest are located a
21km drive from the Launceston CBD in North Eastern Tasmania. The site is
accessed via high quality sealed roads, suitable for any type of vehicle. The
proposed shuttle route to the top of the Ginger Ridge/Eaglehawk Tier Zone of
trails is accessed via a high quality gravel road, suitable for 2WD vehicles.
The location of the Hollybank site can be seen below as point ‘B’ in figure one
below.
Figure One
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6.2 Quick facts
Site location
Soil type/s
Predominant geographical features
Average annual rainfall
Predominant vegetation types
Total volume of new proposed trails
Total elevation variation in trail
network
Available amenities

Hollybank Forest Reserve, North East
Tasmania
Pockets of viable clay with significant
volumes of doleritic rock
Variety of rolling and steep gradients
populated with dolerite outcrops
973mm (Scottsdale)
See section 2.4
~18.0 kilometres
~400 metres
Visitor centre, toilets, parking, shelter

6.3 Geology and geomorphology
The Hollybank site is characterised by significant outcrops of doleritic rock
and rubble, which also forms much of the upper land surface, with rubble
dolerite forming much of the potential trail surface in higher elevation areas.
Pockets of viable clay are evident, though not with any regularity throughout
the site. Soil depths on slopes and at higher elevations are extremely shallow
with deeper soil profiles only present in areas of at lower elevations. These
higher elevation ground conditions will require an innovative and at times
labour intensive approach to trail construction, which may include local soil
harvesting, imported trail surfacing materials and elevated bridges and
boardwalks.
Pipers River runs through the site, offering an interesting topographic variation
along the riverbanks. The river verges offer, at times steep (30-55%) and
very steep (>56%) side slopes, and numerous dolerite outcrops. These sites
offer challenging trail building conditions, though the reward of stunning
scenery and a rolling contour trail mitigates the additional construction effort
and cost required.
There is a significant elevation change available on site with approximately
400m of vertical fall from the lowest point at the confluence of Butchers Creek
and Pipers River to the proposed upper trail head on Eaglehawk Tier/Ginger
Ridge in the foothills of Mount Arthur.
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6.4 Vegetation types
A wide range of native vegetation communities are present in the Hollybank
Reserve and adjacent Mount Arthur State Forest, with Eucalypts forming the
dominant large vegetation type throughout the reserve.
Specifically, vegetation throughout the proposed development area includes
extensive areas of Eucalyptus obliqua (Stringy bark) dry forest and Eucalyptus
viminalis (White gum) shrubby/heathy woodland with smaller areas of Acacia
dealbate (Silver wattle) forest, Riparian scrub, Eucalyptus viminalis (White
gum) wet forest, Eucalyptus obliqua (Stringy bark) forest with broad leaf
shrubs, eucalyptus delegatensis (White-top stringy bark) forest with broad leaf
shrubs, Eucalyptus amygdalina (Black peppermint) forest and woodland,
Leptospermum (Tea-tree) scrub, Eucalyptus delegatensis (White-top
stringybark) dry forest and woodland.
Within the Reserve, adjacent to Goulees Road and in the State Forest north of
Pipers River there are extensive areas of introduced vegetation and siviculture
plantations.
During on-ground planning associated with this project, concerning
infestations of Spanish Heath (Erica lusitanica) were discovered in areas that
have previously been selectively harvested. These areas must be considered
negative controls to be avoided during trail design/construction to minimise
transporting the seeds of this invasive species throughout other areas of the
Hollybank Forest Reserve and the neighbouring State Forest. Similarly, it is
advised that sound bike hygiene practices including bike washes between
each destination are promoted to visiting riders to avoid transport of weeds to
more intact natural environments throughout the region. It is not considered
necessary to develop purpose built bike wash facilities during the initial
development phase though basic facilities could be made available
particularly in Hollybank, where significant infrastructure already exists.
Information should be communicated to visiting riders describing where
opportunities to wash bikes exist (eg. car washes, accommodation providers).
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7. Project background
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7 The Hollybank site
The notion of developing a mountain bike facility within the Hollybank was first
raised formally in a 2007 IMBA (International Mountain Bike Association)
report titled ‘Proposal for the Hollybank Forest Reserve Mountain Bike Trail
System’, which is comprehensively reviewed in section 10.2. Briefly, this
report proposed a diverse network of trails to suit a predominantly beginnerintermediate demographic. The report also proposed a number of other
supporting facilities, which at the time included a dirt park (dirt jump park),
pump track and mountain cross (four cross). The process of developing this
report and recommendations included extensive on ground route design and
flagging by both Joey Klein of IMBA and Robert Potter (now of Dirt Art).
The site has seen some limited development since the time of this report,
which has largely been driven on a volunteer basis by members of the
Launceston Mountain Bike Club. This development has included
construction/clearing of a section of trail loosely reflecting the design of the
western section of the Green loop designed by Joey Klein and Robert Potter.
A downhill trail has also been established on Eaglehawk Tier, the
development of which was led by Robert Potter. These trails have all hosted
a number of different club and state-level racing events.
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8. Existing trail networks
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8 Existing Trail Networks
8.1 Overview
The Hollybank site contains a number of existing walking, vehicle and access
trails and roads. These trails vary in condition, though many are well
maintained due to their inclusion in activities associated with the Hollybank
Treetops Adventure and associated Segway tours. Hollybank is marketed as
one of Tasmania’s 60 great short walks, which in itself will increase the
number of walker visitors to the area 1.
Given many of these trails are marketed heavily as walking routes and/or are
utilised as part of Hollybank Treetops Adventure operations, Dirt Art suggests
any inclusion of these trails into the mountain bike trail network would require
extensive consultation with the current site operator/s.

8.2 Ginger Ridge Downhill Trail
A 1.2km downhill trail was built on Eaglehawk Tier/’Ginger Ridge’ four years
ago, which has since hosted a number of local and state-level events. An
extension of the current trail remains unfinished, though if completed this
extension would link the trail to the proposed trail head at the top of
Eaglehawk Tier, providing an additional descent option for the facility. The
Eaglehawk Tier Trail proposed in this TMP finishes at the current high point of
this existing trail, and provides riders the opportunity to ride the downhill trail
for a more advanced, IMBA Double Black Diamond experience.
Dirt Art suggest that the Ginger Ridge Downhill Trail is included in the
Hollybank Mountain Bike Facility trail network as an optional descent. In its
current form this trail would likely form an IMBA Double Black Diamondgraded optional route off the proposed Eaglehawk Tier Trail. There is also
potential to upgrade this trail to a Single Black Diamond trail, thus opening up
the trail to a wider rider demographic.

1

http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=1395
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9 Surrounding trails and regional context
9.1 Overview
When developing any new mountain bike facility it is vital to target the
development to suit the surrounding regional opportunities and local user
demographic. Dirt Art have undertaken extensive research to ensure the
trails proposed in this trail master plan are cohesive with, and complimentary
to existing mountain bike experiences in the local and wider regional area.

9.2 Launceston City Mountain Bike Trails
9.2.1 Kate Reed Nature Recreation Area (NRA)
The Kate Reed NRA underwent a major trail upgrade in 2012, resulting in the
completion of over 5km of predominantly intermediate IMBA Blue Square,
mountain bike-specific trails. The trails feature a predominantly capped gravel
surface and mostly gentle gradients with short climbs and descents. The
trails cater for the urban market very well, though offer little for riders seeking
longer, more adventure-based mountain bike experiences.
The network is well sign posted and easily navigable.
9.2.2 Trevallyn Nature Recreation Area (NRA)
The Trevallyn NRA has recently undergone a major trail upgrade, which offers
approximately 10km of predominantly intermediate mountain bike-specific
trails. The trails feature a mixture of both a capped and natural surface, with a
range of optional technical trail features.
The trails cater for the urban market well, though offer little for riders seeking
longer, more adventure-based mountain bike experiences.
This network is also well sign posted and easily navigable.

9.3 Ben Lomond and foothills
9.3.1 Overview
The Ben Lomond area and its foothills have been a popular mountain bike
area for several years, having also hosted a number of mountain bike events.
A number of trails exist in the area on a relatively informal basis, suiting
predominantly cross country applications.
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10 Relevant planning documents and related literature
10.1 Overview
The development of sustainable and successful mountain bike facilities relies
on an understanding of the entire background context of the particular area,
and the relevant policies and guiding documents of the relevant local land
manager/s.
Dirt Art have reviewed the following documents, focusing on detail relevant to
the development of this trail master plan.

10.2 IMBA Hollybank Concept Plan
Between 2003 and 2007 Joey Klein of IMBA International was involved in the
development of a mountain bike concept plan for Hollybank. Joey and Robert
Potter (now of Dirt Art) undertook on-ground planning for a diverse network of
mountain bike trails in the area catering for a predominantly beginner to
intermediate demographic. This original 12km (approx.) network of designed
trails can be seen over the page.
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While the original network plan offers an attractive mountain bike experience,
it is suggested that in the current market more is required to attract
experienced mountain bikers, and to distinguish the network from other local
experiences such as Kate Reed and Trevallyn. To achieve this the network
requires a ‘hook’ or point-of difference, something that will attract not only
local riders from nearby population centres, but also the intrastate, interstate
and international markets. Dirt Art suggests that the primary focus of any
addition to the network should focus on incorporating a more ‘adventure
riding’ style of trail with a greater degree of climbing and descending. Given
the huge increase in interest in ‘all mountain’ riding, providing experiences
suitable for this style of riding has been a focus in this project.
IMBA and Joey Klein also proposed a pocket park/mountain bike park style
area in the old cricket pitch area of the site, which can be seen below, figure
three.
Figure Three - Pocket Park Zone (orange polygon)
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IMBA offered the following recommendations, which will be critiqued below (in
grey font) in the context of this revised TMP.
1. Engage Rob Potter so that he can continue to work with Forestry Tasmania
to finalise flagged routes and complete un-flagged alignments.
Following this period Rob Potter set up his own professional trail company,
Trail Systems. Trail Systems were engaged by NTD initially to develop the
broad concepts for the NEMTB Project and also to review the plan for the
Hollybank site. In October 2012 Rob Potter was engaged by Dirt Art and now
manages Dirt Art’s Northern Tasmanian operations.
2. Enlist the advice of Glen Jacobs on the viability of an AMX (Four Cross)
course or similar facility in the region of the dirt park.
Since the IMBA report was submitted four cross has been removed from
World Cup competition due to lack of competitor interest and the high
development cost of four cross facilities. Following this move at an
international level both Australia and New Zealand have removed four cross
from their respective national racing programs.
Dirt Art suggest that four cross is not a valuable addition to the Hollybank
facility, and would not attract interest from the mass market. The high
development and maintenance costs associated with these facilities are not
viable when considering the extremely low potential user volumes.
3. Assess the feasibility of a 2WD access road to the top of Ginger Ridge
(Eaglehawk Tier) for DH rider shuttle access, event needs, special access,
and other Forestry Tasmania concerns. Consider continuing Eagle Hawk
Road to achieve this goal.
This road extension has since been completed by Forestry Tasmania to allow
access for logging activities. The completed road is of a very high quality
gravel finish, suitable for 2WD vehicles. The road provides an excellent
shuttle access for both all mountain and downhill-focused riders.
4. Consider purchasing a Sweco 480 Trail Dozer with tall blade attachment
and rear power winch/cable. This machine is available from Sutter Equipment
Company in California, USA.
This recommendation is somewhat redundant now the project is proposed as
a commercially constructed facility, with no formal construction input from land
management agencies. Dirt Art also suggest that the Sweco machine would
not be suitable for the particularly rocky conditions at Hollybank.
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5. Implement signage to dissuade riders from using the Ecology Track and
River Walk trails. Sign other existing shared-use trails to let riders know they
are welcome.
These recommendations can be enacted as part of a broader signage
strategy for the trail networks, both proposed and existing.
6. Finalise design of Middle (Blue) trail.
This work has been completed.
7. Finalise design and then flag Ginger Ridge Connector between Middle
(Blue) and the Ginger Ridge trail.
This work has been completed, and is now referred to as the ‘Eaglehawk Tier’
trail.
8. Within the Ginger Ridge area identify inappropriate and appropriate
regions/zones for trail development, locate large natural TTFs, and choose the
best corridors for separate XC and DH trails.
This work has been completed.
9. Continue support of volunteer trail building to provide more difficult and very
difficult DH and/or XC hand built trails on Ginger Ridge.
As mentioned above, the Launceston Mountain Bike Club has undertaken
further trail construction works in the Hollybank area to assist in increasing the
attractiveness of Hollybank for club-level mountain bike events. Upon
completing a downhill trail in the Hollybank area Robert Potter has moved into
professional trail consultancy, design and construction (now managing Dirt
Art’s Northern Tasmania Operations).
10. Develop at least three more ‘designated mountain bike routes’ using
existing routes on Forestry Tasmania Land outside the Hollybank Trail
System, similar to and including Blue Tier Descent and Three Notch Track.
Dirt Art have developed designs for an additional network of trails in the
Hollybank area, catering for the more adventure-based rider. This additional
volume of trail caters for an intermediate-advanced rider demographic.
The broader NEMTB proposal provides a three-facility destination for
mountain biking, encompassing the additional sites of the Blue Tier and
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Derby. If all sites are completed as planned, the area of North East of
Tasmania will undoubtedly be regarded as a mountain bike destination of
international significance.
11. Map and sign these new ‘designated mountain bike routes’. Create
program to market the routes to visitors and residents.
Dirt Art agree that an effective signage system is vital to the success of
mountain bike networks. A complete signage plan can be found in this TMP.
It is also suggested that the reference by IMBA to a marketing plan and
program, is very valid. Effective promotion and marketing will ensure the
network gains traction and popularity with the visiting rider market.
12. Schedule another IMBA Trail solutions visit for April or May of 2007 to
finalise design and renew energy for construction of volunteer trails on Ginger
Ridge.
Given the current proposal to engage a professional trail building company to
deliver this project, the requirement for another IMBA visit is largely
unnecessary.
There is scope for IMBA to become involved in the project at a later stage,
perhaps in delivering trail maintenance workshops. Given that IMBA Australia
launched in 2009 it is suggested that this agency be given preference over
IMBA International.2
13. Construct Middle (Blue), including Corkscrew (Blue), Short (Blue), and
Climb (Blue) trails.
These trails have been included in the proposed trail network of this TMP.
14. Construct short black trail.
A black/advanced descent is available in the existing Ginger Ridge Downhill
Trail, which may be ridden as an optional inclusion in the planned trail
network.

2

www.imba-au.com.au
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15. Construct Dirt Park, AMX, and Pump Track. Imported dirt can also be
used for construction of berms and table tops on other trails.
Dirt Art have included a dirt jump park and pump track as part of this TMP.
The exclusion of a four cross track (AMX) has been detailed previously on
page 40. The notion of utilising imported fill for some dirt-form trail features
may be valid, though care must be taken not to introduce contaminated fill to a
relatively undisturbed environment. There is some risk with this activity, which
may include the spreading of weeds and other plant diseases such as
Phytophthora Cinnamomi3.
16. Construct a practice loop
The proposed practice loop for the Hollybank facility has been included as a
‘skill development loop’, offering a number of different skill development
features. This style of trail provides numerous avenues for safe skill
progression, for riders of all skill levels.
17. Construct Green Upper to Cricket Pitch, utilising imported dirt for features.
Dirt Art propose to utilise imported soil for a number of purposes in this areamore detail will be provided later in this report.
18. Decide on construction order of White and Green trails based on new
development proximal to McNeil Buildings, Family Zones, infrastructure roads,
amphitheatre, Cricket Pitch, etc. to minimise conflict.
Given that all proposed construction work at Hollybank has taken place, this
recommendation is no longer valid. Dirt Art provide a current suggested
implementation plan in this TMP document.
19. Conceptualise new more difficult to very difficult loops off the Middle (Blue)
trail.
A new more difficult trail system has been designed as part of the trail network
proposed in this trail master plan.
20. Reconnoiter area and initiate design of trail(s) to Mt. Arthur
Dirt Art have proposed a new trail in the foothills of Mount Arthur as part of
this project, which may potentially be extended in future to the summit of
3

Phytophthora Cinnamomi is a root disease resulting in flora death. The disease exists
throughout Australia. Further information can be found at http://www.dieback.org.au/
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Mount Arthur. This trail is in addition to the existing Ginger Ridge Downhill
Trail in this area, which was developed after the IMBA report was finalised.
Reconnaissance conducted to assess the feasibility of developing a trail
ascending Mount Arthur from Hollybank Forest Reserve in Stage One of the
NEMTB project was undertaken during the development of this plan. It was
found that construction costs would be prohibitively expensive to include this
route in the initial stage because of the extensive areas of rock scree and
general absence of soil apparent at higher elevations.
Broadly speaking the IMBA report and recommendations offer a very sound
base for the development of the Hollybank area as a mountain bike
destination. Dirt Art have focussed on adding additional experiences for more
advanced riders, and on developing the site as a true gateway for the NEMTB
project. Given Hollybank will likely be the first experience for most visiting
riders, it is vital that the experiences provided are an accurate representation
of what riders will encounter at the other proposed NEMTB destinations.

10.3 Six Dot Consulting North East Mountain Biking report
This 2011 report commissioned by Northern Tasmania Development explores
the potential to establish the North East of Tasmania as a nationally and
internationally competitive mountain bike destination. The report, completed
by Six Dot Consulting offers a broad review of the current status of the region,
and offers a number of recommendations towards further developing the
region for mountain biking.
The Hollybank development is initially included in the report as a high priority
development, with a cost estimate of $500,000 (page five). This estimate will
require increasing due to the challenging nature of the Hollybank site and
more significantly due to the addition of the new trail sections, increasing
proposed trail length to approximately 18km. More detail on project cost
estimates will be provided in section 18 of this report.
Page 48 of the report provides a number of strategies for the prioritised
development of new trail and facilities. The Hollybank site fits within the
majority of these recommended strategies, which include; ‘Initial trail
developments should look for quick wins, realistic and achievable projects in
the shortest time possible’ and ‘Initial effort should be directed to trail
developments where there is already landowner and community support and
some detailed planning completed’.
On page 63 of the report a scoring matrix is utilised to prioritise developments
for construction, the Hollybank development was categorised second behind
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the Blue Tier. Hollybank was suggested as lacking market appeal, which at
the time of the report may have been the case, though with the new trail areas
proposed by Dirt Art, the project will undoubtedly find much stronger appeal
with users.

10.4 The Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan
The Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan was commissioned by the State
Government in late 2009, to develop a high-level frame work for the
management and development of mountain biking in the state. Hobart-based
consultants Inspiring Place developed the plan with consultancy assistance
from Dirt Art.
Page 36 of the plan offers an insight into public feedback on the current
(2009) situation of mountain biking in the North East of Tasmania, utilising
survey feedback. The following were key points highlighted from the survey
responses;
-

Limited supply of authorised purpose-built cross country singletrack
Lack of integrated bike park developments, as has occurred in the
southern region
Limited opportunities for gravity or downhill specific riding, with road
access to the trailhead

The revised plan for Hollybank addresses the above responses well, offering
a significant volume of cross country and downhill (with road access)
opportunities within easy access from population centres. The plan also
offers the first ‘bike park’ experience in the North of the state, with a proposed
pump track, skills area and a variety of downhill and cross country trail
experiences.
The report offers a hierarchy of mountain bike trails/experiences, which can
be found at appendix one. The hierarchy provides different categorisations
varying from ‘local mountain bike experiences’ to potential ‘epic rides’. The
hierarchy proposes an ‘iconic wild rides’ categorisation, which will suit the
Hollybank site particularly well. Given the hybrid nature of the Hollybank
proposal, the facility would also fit the classifications of ‘mountain bike
adventure centre’ or ‘regional mountain bike trail hubs or bike parks’, due to
the peri-urban location of the site, and range of available experiences.
The hierarchy of trails as proposed in this plan can be found at appendix six.
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10.5 Trails Tasmania Strategy 20024
This Tasmanian government- commissioned report offers a state wide, high –
level trails strategy, which offers guiding principles for the construction and
management of all trails in Tasmania. The report is broad in its content,
though reference is clearly made to an undersupply of mountain bike
experiences (page 11).
Page 16 of the report outlines a set of criteria, which may be used to assess
the viability of any new trail development. The seven primary criteria provided
are all met by this concept trail development at Hollybank.

10.6 Northern Tasmania Regional Recreation Trails Strategy5
This document developed by consultants Inspiring Place, offers a regional trail
development and management plan for the North East area of Tasmania.
The document clearly acknowledges the rapid growth in the sport of mountain
biking, and a significant undersupply of suitable mountain bike experiences in
the area.
The report offers a literature review, which notes Hollybank as the most
popular forest reserve in the state at the time. The report notes that 86% of
visitors to the site were local, with many visiting the site for the available
amenities, open space and quality short walks (page 19).

4
5

Inspiring Place 2007, Trails Tasmania Strategy
Inspiring Place 2004, Northern Tasmania Regional Recreation Trails Strategy
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11 Facility access routes and entry ancillaries
11.1 Overview
When planning a mountain bike trail/facility project it is important to consider
the available travel routes to and from the site, for both local and non-local
users. The various transport, parking and access considerations for the
Hollybank site will be reviewed below.

11.2 Access for intrastate, interstate and international visitors
11.2.1 Intrastate visitor access
The Hollybank site is accessed via high-quality sealed roads from the city of
Launceston. Visitors arriving from the East Coast may access the site via
Saint Mary’s and the Tasman Highway (‘Elephant Pass’), a windy though
sealed road, providing access to St Helens and other East Coast townships.
11.2.2 Interstate visitor access
The Launceston Airport is located 30 minutes from Hollybank by car, all
accessed via high-quality sealed roads. The Hobart airport is located
approximately 2.5 hours by car from Hollybank, though given the range of
mountain bike opportunities in the south of the state this may be a popular
port for many visitors. Many interstate visitors will arrive via the Spirit of
Tasmania ferry, allowing travellers to bring their own car to the state. The
ferry is located in Devonport, a 1.5 hour drive from Hollybank.
11.2.3 International visitor access
The nearest international airport to the site is Melbourne, a 45-minute flight
from the Launceston Airport. Melbourne Airport services all major
international destinations, offering a significant volume of flights to/from most
major destinations.

11.3 Vehicle access
11.3.1 Primary access routes
As noted above, vehicle access into the Hollybank site is available via a
network of high-quality sealed roads.
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11.3.2 Parking
Ample parking is available at the proposed main trailhead, located at the
Hollybank Treetops Adventure building. The secondary/event trailhead at the
McNeill buildings has sufficient car parking available to cater for anticipated
vehicle volumes.

11.4 Cycling access
Cycling access is available to the Hollybank site via a network of high-quality
sealed roads. There are no formal bike paths to the site, though most roads
have a small shoulder suitable for cycling use. It is suggested that vehicular
access will be the primary mode of transport to the site for most users.

11.5 Entry area ancillaries and facilities
The proposed main trailhead near the Hollybank Treetops Adventure building
currently offers;
-

Car parking
Retail centre
Café
Treetops Adventure booking office

There is potential for future installation of the following;
-

Formal bike wash facility
Outdoor shelter/s, tables and chairs
Small bicycle retail/hire office

The secondary/event trailhead at the McNeill Buildings currently features a
range of disused buildings and a car park space. Future installations at this
space will largely be dictated by levels of use when compared to the primary
trailhead at Hollybank Treetops Adventure.
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12 Accommodation and related infrastructure
12.1 Overview
Given the close proximity of Hollybank to Launceston and lack of nearby
accommodation and services, it is likely that most users will either base
themselves in Launceston city or travel to Hollybank on their way east. With a
number of existing and developing mountain bike experiences in Launceston,
Hollybank is an additional drawcard to either spending more time in
Launceston, or in one of the regional, more eastern centres such as
Scottsdale.

12.2 Accommodation services
12.2.1 Launceston
Launceston is a major population centre with a wide variety of
accommodation, from basic back-packer dorms through to 4.5 star boutique
hotels. A significant number of beds are available across all sectors, more
than sufficient to cater for the typical tourist influx over summer periods.
12.2.2 Scottsdale
Scottsdale is a regional centre, with a selection of accommodation facilities
available. These vary from motel/hotel style accommodation through to bed
and breakfast facilities. While Scottsdale is a 50 minute drive from Hollybank
the location is in-keeping with the proposed North East Mountain Bike
development, which will see riders travel this route to the Blue Tier and
proposed Derby trail centres.
12.2.3 Bridport
Bridport is a small coastal town, a 50 minute drive to the north of the
Hollybank area. While some distance from Hollybank, Bridport offers a
coastal location with picturesque beaches and a number of accommodation
options.
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12.3 Food and beverage services
12.3.1 On site
A basic food and beverage service is available on site at the Treetops
Adventure office and visitor centre.
12.3.2 Launceston
Launceston is a major population centre with an array of dining options, from
basic bakery and café meals through to restaurants recognised as Tasmanian
culinary leaders (Stillwater and Black Cow Bistro rated 3rd and 8th place
respectively in the Gourmet Traveller Good Food Guide 20126).
12.3.3 Scottsdale
Scottsdale has a good selection of cafes, restaurants and pubs, which would
cater well for the mountain bike market.

12.4 Complimentary activities and services
12.4.1 Hollybank
Hollybank has a well-established adventure tourism business offering both
‘Hollybank Treetops Adventure’ tours and Segway tours7. These tours are
competitively priced at $115 and $100 respectively (adult passes), and offer
an attractive complimentary experience for riders, and also a welcome
distraction for non-riding travel companions.
The HFR also offers a number of picturesque short bush walks (walking onlyno bikes permitted), which are listed in the 60 Great Short Walks of Tasmania
8
.

6

The Gourmet Traveller Good Food Guide 2012,
http://www.gourmettraveller.com.au/top_10_restaurants_by_region.htm
7
http://www.treetopsadventure.com.au/
8
http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=1395
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12.4.2 Launceston
12.4.2.1

Boags Brewery Tour

Boags Brewery is one of Tasmania’s oldest breweries, and one of the local
area’s most popular beer products. The brewery tour fits the mountain bike
demographic very well, and can be completed for a very reasonable $30 9.
12.4.2.2

Tamar River Cruises

The Tamar River runs through the heart of the City of Launceston, out to the
North Coast of Tasmania. Tamar River Cruises offers a cruise package
including lunch for $115. This activity offers an attractive complimentary
experience, particularly for travelling companions and family members.
12.4.2.3

The Cataract Gorge

The Cataract Gorge (‘The Gorge’) is a large natural watercourse sitting in a
picturesque valley, a five minute drive from the Launceston CBD. The Gorge
is a popular swimming area in summer, offering both concrete pools and
freshwater swimming in the gorge itself. A number of short walks are
available in the area, along with a chairlift across the gorge itself ($15 return
adult ticket) 10.
Note, all above prices were current at the time of preparing this report.

9

http://boags.com.au/#/brewery/tours/the-tours/
http://www.launcestoncataractgorge.com.au/

10
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13 Planning and design context
13.1 Overview
The development of any mountain bike trail or facility should utilise an
approach that is sensitive to the natural environment in which the
development area is located. Dirt Art have carefully considered the natural
values of the Hollybank site during the formation of this TMP, ensuring
minimal disturbance to native flora, fauna and the visual amenity of the site.
This ensures riders are able to experience the area in its most natural and
undisturbed state. Dirt Art suggest that the pristine and unique natural
environment of Hollybank will prove a significant attraction for local and
visiting riders.
Dirt Art undertake a comprehensive background analysis during the formation
of all construction and trail master plans. This background research ensures
all relevant past planning and research documents are considered when
forming the final facility plan.
Dirt Art also place a strong emphasis on developing a plan that will target key
demographics in both a local and visiting user context. The TMP provided
has proposed trails and facilities that will cater for key local demands, and
also provide significant points of difference to attract visiting riders.

13.2 Natural Environment, native flora and fauna
The Hollybank site is home to significant tracts of undisturbed wilderness, and
regenerating areas of selectively harvested native forest. Dirt Art have
employed a design approach that is sympathetic to the natural environment,
while providing trail users with opportunities to experience the most attractive
and visually appealing areas of the site.
The Eaglehawk Tier Trail on the foothills of Mount Arthur has been located in
an area that has undergone harvest thinning, which has begun regenerating
to the point that it will not detract from the iconic wilderness nature of the
riding experience. While perhaps a slight compromise to the nature of the
original Hollybank trail plan, the significant elevation and attractive rocky
terrain features offer potential for a truly iconic trail development. Dirt Art
suggest that despite the recent thinning of the area, the Mount Arthur foothills
area still offers a relatively undisturbed environment that is conducive to the
construction of an engaging mountain bike trail experiences.
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13.3 Target demographics
The Hollybank facility is targeting riders of all skill levels, with the main focus
being on intermediate/IMBA Blue square-graded riding. Given the proximity of
the facility to Launceston, emphasis has also been placed on the beginner
(IMBA Green Circle) riders and local riding market. As Hollybank is effectively
the gateway facility to the other proposed NEMTB developments, the trail
alignment by Dirt Art has taken all these factors into consideration.
The proposed Eaglehawk Tier Trail in the foothills of Mount Arthur will provide
the real ‘hook’ and point-of-interest for riders by providing a true ‘adventure
riding experience’ with a sustained climb and descent. The descent for this
loop may also be shuttled via a quality, 2WD gravel road, adding significant
appeal for all mountain and gravity-focused riders.
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13.4 Regional and state-wide context
The state of Tasmania has a relatively high density of mountain bike
experiences when compared to population size, in fact the state is now
considered by many as an emerging mountain bike destination. The following
major mountain bike opportunities are available in Tasmania;
Southern Tasmania
Facility
Glenorchy MTB Park
North South Track/
Mount Wellington
Clarence MTB Park/
Belbins Road
Tangara Trail
Kingborough MTB Park

North East Tasmania
Facility
Kate Reed
Trevallyn
Blue Tier
Hollybank

North West Tasmania
Facility
Trial Harbour-Granville
Harbour
Sterling Valley

Type and style of trails and facilities
Cross country, downhill, four cross, dirt jumps
Cross country/all-mountain, downhill
Cross country, downhill, four cross, dirt jumps
Cross country
Cross country, downhill, dirt jumps, pump
track, skills development

Type and style of trails and facilities
Cross country
Cross country/all-mountain, downhill
Cross country/all-mountain, downhill
Cross country, downhill

Type and style of trails and facilities
Cross country/all-mountain
Cross country/all-mountain, downhill

In a state-wide context the Hollybank concept is an excellent opportunity to
establish a more wilderness/wild ride-style of experience, while remaining
close to the population centre of Launceston. With a significant demand for
wilderness, all mountain riding experiences and a very limited current supply,
the Hollybank proposal will offer strong appeal for both local and visiting
riders.
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13.5 Other design considerations
The following design considerations have also been employed during the
formation of this trail master plan and accompanying trail designs;
-

-

-

-

Safe skill progression- This is achieved through provision of a skills
trail/area at the trail head, allowing for safe skill progression in a clear,
open area free from typical trail side rocks, trees, fall zones and debris.
Positive/negative controls- There a number of attractive attributes
and areas in the Hollybank Reserve such as Pipers River and Butchers
Creek, both of which have been utilised in the trail network plan.
Negative controls such as heavily disturbed, vandalised or 4WD/ATVdamaged areas of bushland have been avoided.
Interactions with other authorised and unauthorised reserve
users- The trail design provided has considered the interactions with
other legitimate and unauthorised areas of the reserve. Key walking
trails have been avoided, as have areas with an established and
difficult to manage culture of ATV and 4WD use.
Retaining a natural, remote riding experience- The trail network
plan provided by Dirt Art provides users with a significant climb and
descent on the foothills of Mount Arthur, offering a remote, wilderness
riding experience in an easily accessible venue.
Cater for the ‘mountain bike park’ user- While Launceston City has
easy access to both Kate Reed and Trevallyn trails, which offer a highquality mountain bike experience in their own right, there are no
opportunities for a more bike park-focussed experience. The notion of
a dedicated area for skills development and a pump track has been
well developed in the south of the state, and has been long requested
by riders in the north of Tasmania. By offering these experiences at
Hollybank, Launceston and regionally based riders will have a
significant drawcard for travelling to the site as a preference over Kate
Reed and Trevallyn.
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14 Proposed facility – trails and related infrastructure
14.1 Overview
Dirt Art have proposed a diverse network of trails catering for all rider skill
levels and demographics in this TMP. In building upon the existing network
plan, a focus has been made on providing more advanced, adventure riding
experiences through the incorporation of a new trail up the foot hills of Mount
Arthur, the Eaglehawk Tier Trail. This additional trail provides a sustained
climb and descent, which may also be shuttle vehicle accessed. The trail also
provides an access route into the existing Ginger Ridge downhill trail,
providing highly valuable vehicle access to the top of this trail.
The proposed trail network also includes a ‘pocket park’ area, which will
incorporate a pump track and skills development trail/area. These elements
provide a significant attraction particularly to local riders, but more importantly
provide avenues for safe skill progression for all riders.
The complete facility plan offers a mountain bike destination that blurs the
boundaries between a peri-urban mountain bike park, and an adventure trail
centre. This approach ensures all markets/demographics are catered for, and
that the facility is a true ‘gateway’ for the proposed NEMTB experience.
Detailed trail/facility information can be found over the page.
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14.2 Proposed trails and facilities
14.2.1 Overall Trail Plan
Hollybank Mountain Bike Park Facility Map

1
2

3

N
Trail One- Green Loop Trail
Trail Two- Blue Short Loop
Trail Three- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part One
Trail Four- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Two
Trail Five- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Three
Main Trail Head area- Hollybank Treetops Adventure building
1
Secondary trail head and pocket park location- McNeill buildings
2
Upper Trail Head
3
*Note that all trails are flagged on site with orange tape at approximately 10 metre intervals.
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14.2.2 Trail One- Green Loop Trail
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface
TTF’s

~ 4.5km
15 - 45 minutes
IMBA green circle/easiest
1.5 tonne excavator
1200 - 1500mm
Fully or part surfaced (clay-based gravel
material)
Basic natural form TTF’s. Some scope for
optional more advanced trail features
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‘A smooth, fast rolling trail populated with numerous berms and rolling terrain’
Trail One Overview
The single direction Green Loop Trail provides beginner riders with an
opportunity to develop their skills without venturing far from the trailhead and
facilities. It will be used primarily by beginners, young riders, and families and
will provide the opportunity to develop the skills required to navigate the more
advanced trails within Hollybank in a safe, controlled environment. This trail
should include basic constructed technical features, specifically rollers and
berms to provide an experience of these features for riders beginning to
venture onto the other trails in the Hollybank network.
The trail will be composed of distinct sections providing riders with experience
of the range of exotic species present in the Reserve as well as stunning
examples of native vegetation communities adjacent to Pipers River and
Butchers Creek. A small detour is provided on the section of the loop adjacent
to Pipers River allowing riders to access a rock outcrop that provides an
impressive vantage point from which to view the minor gorge Pipers River
occupies.
The ethos of the trail will be that of a fast, flowing, rolling contour trail with
numerous berms and rolling terrain. While intended primarily for beginners,
advanced riders will enjoy the fast, free flowing nature of the trail, which will
become increasingly difficult the faster it is ridden.
Notably, some sections of this trail have been informally constructed by the
LMBC, loosely following the IMBA trail design alignments. Given the informal
nature of this construction and issues with in places poor trail alignments, Dirt
Art suggest that the construction process for this trail views the area as a
‘greenfields’ site.
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14.2.3 Trail two- Blue Short Loop Trail
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface
TTF’s

~ 3.5km
15 - 45 minutes
IMBA Blue Square/More difficult
1.5 tonne excavator with some sections
potentially to be hand constructed through
rockier areas
900 - 1200mm
Natural surface, some rock tread sections
Potential for various natural and built-form TTF’s
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‘A rocky yet free flowing introduction to the more advanced Hollybank Trail
Network’
Trail Two Overview
The Blue Short Loop Trail is mountain bike-specific and directional, intended
to be ridden in a clockwise direction. Departing the Butchers Creek crossing,
the trail ascends gently as it follows Butchers Creek to its confluence of Pipers
River, climbing further to the intersection with the Eaglehawk Tier Trail. From
this point riders may elect to venture further into the outer trail network or
return to the main trailhead via the remainder of the Blue Short Loop.
The trail passes through largely undisturbed native vegetation that ranges
from fern-populated areas to dry eucalypt forest and involves a range of
topography from undulating to steep side slopes. Materials will potentially
need to be imported to create technical features to create an engaging
experience for riders.
The trail includes two creek crossings that at times feature higher water
levels. Dirt Art suggest that these crossings are treated with large flagstone
rock armouring. Care should be taken in these areas during construction and
with the finished trail surface, so as to limit the risk of sediment deposits
entering these water-courses.
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14.2.4 Trail Three- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part One
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface
TTF’s

~ 3.5km
15 - 40 minutes
IMBA Blue Square/More difficult
1.5 tonne excavator
900 - 1200mm
Natural surface, some rock tread sections
Potential for various natural and built-form TTF’s
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‘A rolling contour journey along the banks of the picturesque Pipers River’
Trail Three Overview
The dual-directional Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part One loosely follows the
alignment of Pipers River and provides riders with views and access to the
river as topography allows, as it passes through rugged rock formations and
native vegetation communities. Two minor creeks are traversed by the trail
and will be best treated with local rock armouring. Material will potentially
need to be imported to create a flowing trail full of berms, rollers and jumps
that negotiates the incredibly rugged though appealing landscape. A range of
native vegetation communities are encountered on this route, which while
being selectively harvested many years ago will appear to riders as a beautiful
example of an undisturbed Tasmanian environment.
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14.2.5 Trail Four- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Two
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface

TTF’s

~ 4.6km
30-60 minute climb, 8 - 18 minute descent.
IMBA Blue Square/more difficult
1.5 tonne excavator with some sections to be
hand constructed through rockier areas
600 - 1000mm
Predominantly natural including bed rock tread.
Some sections may require an imported surface
and/or boardwalk tread
Significant scope for rock slab TTF’s
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‘
‘An epic climb and/or descent, which will undoubtedly become the hallmark
trail of the development’
Trail Four Overview
This dual directional trail provides an ascent of Eaglehawk Tier/’Ginger Ridge’
that may be used as an out-and-back trail turning at the start of the
Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Three, or riders may continue to the top of the ridge.
Involving an elevation range of over 300 metres this trail provides riders with a
genuine climb and descent that hints of the sustained experiences provided
by the other destinations of the NEMTB proposal. The lower section of trail
provides a distinct experience, as the trail traverses the southern aspect of a
slope occupied by vegetation communities that contrast clearly with those
experienced on the first part of the ride. At higher elevations extensive views
of the surrounding area are provided. Riders utilising the Eaglehawk Tier Trail
Part Three will have the opportunity to access the trail via vehicle (either
public or potentially via a commercial service), thus allowing shuttle access for
more gravity-focussed all mountain riders. The ability to shuttle-access such
a sustained all mountain descent will prove highly popular with riders.
Optional technical features should be developed off the main trail corridor
utilising the range of natural technical features, as well as constructed
technical features to provide descending riders with an engaging riding
experience. This will also establish a riding experience that is clearly distinct
from other trail offerings already existing in the area and proposed in the
NEMTB project. A gentle average grade of 3% to 5% will make the climb
accessible for all riders capable of riding IMBA Blue Square trails
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14.2.6 Trail Five- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Three
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating

~ 1.8km
10 - 20 minutes climb, 3-6 minutes descent.
IMBA Blue square/More Difficult

Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface

1.5 tonne excavator with some sections to be
hand constructed through rockier areas
600 - 1000mm
Predominantly natural including bed rock tread.
Some sections may require an imported surface
and/or boardwalk tread
Significant scope for rock slab TTF’s

TTF’s
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‘A challenging journey through the rock slabs and iconic terrain of Eaglehawk
Tier’
Trail Five Overview
This dual direction short, yet significant trail provides riders with a challenging
experience populated with numerous rock slabs and outcrops. The trail
provides a valuable link to the summit of the ridgeline, providing vehicle
access to what will be a combined descent of over 6.5km.
Significant potential exists to offer a range of optional lines and alternative trail
sections through this area, thus potentially offering a variety of optional more
challenging trails. It is suggested that any such works focus on providing
IMBA Black and Double Black Diamond trail features.
The trail has been designed to allow for safe dual-directional use, and
consideration for sight lines and trail flow during construction will ensure there
are no operational safety issues. The sparse vegetation with limited ground
flora in this area is particularly conducive to a dual directional trail.
It is intended that this trail will be utilised also by downhill riders connecting to
the existing Ginger Ridge Downhill Trail.
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14.2.7 Pump Track
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method

NA
NA
IMBA green circle/easiest
Skid steer/bob cat and 3-5 tonne excavator.
Clay base with compacted clay-based gravel
surface.

‘An eclectic mix of rollers, berms and free-flowing dirt forms’
A detailed design of the skills area can be found at appendix seven.
Pump Track location can be seen at 15.2.1.
Overview
The Hollybank Pump Track would provide an engaging riding experience for
all rider skill levels. The design provided offers multiple riding line options,
ensuring the facility does not become redundant with repeated use.
The pump track has been located at the main trailhead, allowing the facility to
be used for warming up, and/or for safe skill development.
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14.2.8 Skills Development Trail/Area
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method

500 metres
2-10 minutes
IMBA green circle/easiest to IMBA double black
diamond/extremely difficult
1.5-3 tonne excavator
Trail features- dirt form, built form- timber and
rock

‘A safe and accessible opportunity for safe skill progression’
A detailed design of the skills area can be found at appendix seven.
Skills area location can be seen at 15.2.1.
Overview
The skills development area for the Hollybank site provides a range of skills
development features in an uncluttered, safe environment conducive to safe
skill progression. Located at the main trail head, the area offers a skill
progression opportunity before riders enter the trail networks.
The proposed facility should include drop-offs, bridges, log rides, jumps,
berms, rollers and rock sections.
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15. Signage
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15 Signage
15.1 Overview
An effective signage system is a vital component of any mountain bike facility.
Signage provides users with a clear overview of the facility at the trail head,
and also provides valuable navigational assistance throughout the trail
network. Signage also plays a valuable role in risk management compliance
and greatly reduces the risk of injury caused due to riders using facilities
beyond their skill level.
The design and planned implementation of a signage system should form an
integrated component of any facility design.
The suggested signage strategy for the Hollybank facility can be found below.
Note, the final signage design and mounting style will be required to fit within
the existing standards of land manager signage guidelines.

15.2 Signage types
15.2.1 Information and entry signage
Information and entry signage welcomes users to the facility, while also
providing a clear and concise overview of the facility type and trail difficulty
ratings. The IMBA trail difficulty grading system should be implemented for all
trails. Entry signage should be placed in a prominent location either at the
trail head itself or in a main car park area. At a minimum this signage should
house the following information;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Trail and facility map
Trail distances
User safety information
Emergency contact numbers
Any site-specific warning information
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Dirt Art suggest using a sign with a Perspex cover so trail maps may be easily
updated, and any relevant news and information can easily be advertised.
Alternatively a metal sign may be utilised, with an adhesive map to allow for
any trail additions or alterations.
Consideration should be given to numbering trails to allow for simpler user
navigation.
15.2.2 Trail head signage
Each trail head should have an entry sign detailing the trail name, length and
difficulty rating. This sign may be mounted to a range of post sizes, though it
is suggested that a 200mm width post and sign is optimal.
Consideration should be given to numbering trails to allow for simpler user
navigation.
15.2.3 Way marker signage
Way marker signage should be utilised at any ambiguous trail areas or at any
intersection throughout the trail network. These signs are typically much
smaller and thus cheaper to produce. Dirt Art suggest a 90mm post and sign
is optimal.
15.2.4 Emergency	
  Access	
  points	
  
	
  
Dirt Art suggest that all trail head signage and information/map signage
includes an emergency access point number/code. These numbers/codes
should be shared with local emergency services to allow for timely emergency
assistance should it be required.
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15.3 Signage examples
15.3.1 Entry point signage
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15.3.2 Trail head signage
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15.3.3 Way marker signage
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15.4 Suggested signage locations
Signage Location Map

A- Main entry sign
B- Trail head sign
C- Way marker sign
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15.5 Suggested signage costs
Signage type
Entry Signage
Trail Head
Way Marker

Volume required
X2
X9
X 15

Estimated unit price
$5,500.00
$275.00
$165.00
Total Signage
Required

Total Price
$11,000.00
$2,475.00
$2,475.00
$15,950.00

* Please note: the above cost estimates exclude GST and installation.
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16. Development cost estimates
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16 Development cost estimates
16.1 Overview and disclaimer
The below estimated development costs provided by Dirt Art represent an
averaged market cost at the time of developing this report. Costs provided
are for a finished, high-quality trail with a full or supported bench cut and a
range of natural technical trail features. There will obviously be a variance in
quoted prices should this proposal go to market tender, in this case the
estimates provided should represent a mid-upper level cost for the project.
Note though, that typically walking track-focused construction companies will
provide a much higher construction rate per metre, at times 4-5 times higher
than that of typical mountain bike trail construction.
Consideration should also be given to the potential of offering the proposed
sites of Blue Tier and Derby as a combined contract with Hollybank.
Economies of scale would likely result in a significantly reduced development
cost. A single contractor has the ability to share-resources and combine
management for all projects, while operating the three-site construction
process simultaneously.

16.2 Development cost estimates table
Trail/facility
Green Loop Trail (4.5km @ $50/metre)
Blue Short Loop Trail (3.5km @ $40/metre)
Ginger Ridge Part One Trail (3.5km @
$40/metre
Ginger Ridge Part Two Trail (4.6km @
$50/metre)
Ginger Ridge Part Three Trail (1.8km @
$40/metre)
Pump Track
Skills trail/area
Total Estimated first stage development
Ancillaries and infrastructure
Signage
Total potential ancillaries cost

Estimated development cost
$225,000
$140,000
$140,000
$230,000
$72,000
$25,000
$30,000
$862,000.00 (exc. GST)
Estimated development cost
$15,950
$15,950.00
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17. Operational considerations
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17 Operational considerations
17.1 Ongoing maintenance
17.1.1 Overview
A professionally designed and constructed mountain bike facility will require
very minimal ongoing maintenance. Despite this, it is strongly recommended
that a formal maintenance program be initiated prior to facility completion. A
structured program will typically result in significant cost savings over an
approach where maintenance is only undertaken when major issues arise.
Due to the high rock content at Hollybank, trail wear will likely be minimal
when compared to an average trail surface. Despite this, the higher usage of
this site when compared with other proposed developments in the North East
will likely balance out maintenance needs.
17.1.2 Suggested maintenance budget
The generally accepted market rate for trail maintenance in Australia is
averaged at 3-5% of capital investment per annum. This figure is affected by
a range of factors including; quality of trail construction, soil and geology type
and local topography and terrain. Dirt Art suggest that a figure of 3% or less
would be adequate for the Hollybank site.
17.1.3 Potential maintenance models
A number of maintenance models may be considered for the Hollybank site,
and given the site is closer to population centres there may be a role for a
higher component of volunteer assistance than the more remote trail
experiences included in the NEMTB project. Given the facility will offer
perhaps the best opportunity for use as a racing venue, there also exists a
greater avenue to involve the Launceston Mountain Bike Club.
Dirt Art suggests that the maintenance of this facility be largely driven and
managed by a commercial provider, who can facilitate volunteer recruitment
and management to assist in maintenance activities. A purely volunteer
governed and managed program is not suggested for this facility. A
management fee of approximately $15,000-20,000+ per annum should be
expected for this development, presuming a portion of volunteer labour is to
be utilised.
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17.2 Ongoing auditing
Dirt Art recommend a formal auditing program be developed prior to
completion of facility construction. An ongoing commitment to auditing
provides optimal user safety, while also assisting with risk management
compliance.
Dirt Art recommend a professionally developed site-specific template is
utilised for all facility auditing. It is suggested that facilities of this type are
audited every 1-2 months, with an external audit to be professionally
completed at least once per annum.

17.3 Shuttle Road Access
Due to the high levels of current unauthorised 4WD and ATV usage in the
area, Dirt Art suggest that consideration should be given of how to best
manage the existing roads in the area. Two basic methods may be
considered; either gating the current shuttle road and allowing periodic public
and/or commercial shuttles, or allowing full time public access and relying on
passive exclusion of undesirable users.
Dirt Art suggest that the optimal management approach would be to allow
public access to the shuttle road. This will be contingent on restricting
vehicles from side roads to limit unauthorised access to other areas of the
site. It is also suggested that the Eaglehawk Tier Trail road crossings are
managed with corral rocks and or bollards, to prevent unauthorised vehicular
access to the trails. Trail users must also be slowed at these road crossings,
with the establishment of clear sight lines also highly recommended.
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17.4 Risk management
17.4.1 Overview
Effective risk management relies upon recognising risk, where possible
removing the risk, or managing the risk effectively. Dirt Art employ a number
of design and construction considerations to reduce risk to users, and to
advise users of the potential risks of engaging in particular aspects of the
sport.
17.4.2 Risk management controls
The following risk management controls were implemented during the
planning and design for this project;
a) Single direction, single use trails where possible
b) Trails designed to meet target demographic
c) Trails not proposed in areas where moderate-high trail verge risks
occur
d) Trail located where possible within easy access from service roads to
allow evacuation if required
e) Proposed use of the IMBA trail difficulty rating system (TDRS)
f) Trail signage proposed with clear indications of trail difficulty, length
and location
g) Emergency access location numbers and GPS coordinates to be
included on trail signage
h) Dual directional trails have been optimised in design, and are to be
optimised during construction to provide clear sight lines and slower
trail speeds
17.4.3 Emergency access and evacuation
Emergency access to some areas of the Hollybank site will be quite
problematic due to long sections of isolated trail and a dense tree canopy.
Emergency access points (air and land) should be clearly established during
the formation of any operational plan for the proposed facility.
While the difficulties in access may seem problematic, it must be recognised
that the remote wilderness experience is strongly desired by riders, and is
fundamental to the appeal and consequent success of the Hollybank facility.
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Dirt Art suggest signage locations throughout the trail network are tagged with
evacuation point numbers and GPS coordinates. This will allow for a more
efficient, targeted response, should an evacuation be required.

17.5 Capital renewal
Given the size and scope of the proposed facility it is suggested that capital
renewal will not be required in the mid-long term. If professionally
constructed, the trail and facilities at Hollybank will offer significant diversity in
experience, even for frequent users.
Dirt Art suggest that any further capital expenditure would be best targeted
towards the future development opportunities listed in section 18.

17.6 Governance and management models
Implementation of a sound and sustainable governance and management
model is vital to the ongoing success of any mountain bike development. Dirt
Art suggests that user engagement and involvement is pivotal to the success
of such a program, fostering stewardship and ‘ownership’ over the trails. This
then breeds a culture of respect, which will instil through the local riding
population. It must also be remembered that mountain bikers traditionally
often gain great satisfaction from building and maintaining trails. If formal
avenues for such involvement are not provided, some users may resort to
illegal trail building.
While it is suggested that volunteer involvement is vital to the process, an
overreliance on the volunteer model has proven a significant issue for many
Tasmanian mountain bike facilities. Both the Clarence and Glenorchy
Mountain Bike Parks began with an informal, volunteer-driven maintenance
program, which resulted in very limited maintenance at each facility. Now
both parks have taken on a hybrid model, involving a professionally led
program of both professional and volunteer works programs.
Dirt Art suggest that given the relative closeness of Hollybank to population
centres, that a hybrid volunteer/professional maintenance program would be
optimal. A professionally managed maintenance program, involving local trail
care volunteers would be the optimal approach for managing the Hollybank
facility.
See over the page for a suggested governance model diagram.
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17.6.1 Figure four- Suggested governance model

Council/shire

NTD/regional body

Funding

Fee for use

Professional MTB
Trail company
Private event/tour
companies

Assist with maintenance

Volunteer trail care
group
Supply of volunteers
Supply of volunteers

Launceston MTB
Club

Other NFP groups
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17.7 Shared - use
Given the anticipated high volume of mountain bike use at the Hollybank
facility it is suggested that the newly developed mountain bike trails are
offered as single-use only. This will allow riders to enjoy the trails without fear
of startling walkers.
Horses and motorised recreational vehicles (ATV or trail bike) are not suitable
for these proposed trails.

17.8 Trail direction
The recommended management option regarding trail direction is to offer all
trails as single direction only. The exception to this in the Hollybank proposal
is the Eaglehawk Tier Trail, which in this stage of the development will be
offered as dual-direction. At a later stage of development, should a stage two
works program proceed, a priority would be the establishment of a secondary
trail corridor to allow these trails to be utilised in a single direction. The
remaining trails in the reserve should all be categorised one way only.
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development potential
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18 Future Development Potential
18.1 Overview
While the trail master plan for Hollybank offers a comprehensive mountain
bike facility, there remains significant potential for further development in the
area. The Eaglehawk Tier area leading up Mount Arthur in particular offers
significant elevation and space for development of a number of climbing and
descending trail varieties catering for both an adventure cross country/all
mountain and a downhill market.
The initial development priority would be to establish a paired trail for the
Eaglehawk Tier Trail, thus allowing these trails to be ridden as single-direction
loops. Worth noting is that the Eaglehawk Tier climb may be built in multiple
stages to allow for a staggered investment.
Further development areas will be reviewed in detail below.

18.2 Potential development areas
Trail/facility
Ginger Ridge Climb Trail9.2km
River Link Return Trail3.1km
Double Black Upper Trail0.2km
(design completed)
Dirt Jump Area
(design completed)
Upgrade Ginger Ridge
Downhill Trail
Additional advanced/black
lower loop (5km)
Third descent (flow trail) on
Ginger Ridge

Cost estimate
$400k

Priority rating
High

$140k

High

$10k

High

$45k

Moderate

$25k

Moderate

$200k

Low

$400k

Low

Details of additional trail designs and suggested future trail concepts can be
found at appendix four.
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19 Moving from concept to construction
19.1 Overview
Dirt Art suggest that the trail and facility elements in this TMP be constructed
by a professional mountain bike trail company with significant experience in
these specific areas of development. Professional construction ensures all
elements of the facility should meet relevant safety and sustainability
standards, and that the trails will ultimately ‘flow’ well and will be enjoyable for
users. While the designs provided for trail corridors in this TMP provide the
optimum corridor for development, the final ‘character’ of the trail will be
dictated by the construction team undertaking the trail build.

19.2 Final design
The designs provided in this trail master plan constitute final facility designs,
allowing for typical minor variations during construction, to account for natural
environmental variations. Dirt Art consider mapped trail corridors to constitute
a 20m construction corridor (10m either side of mapped alignment).
Variations are also likely in dirt form features such as the pump track and dirt
jump areas.

19.3 Planning approvals and assessments
Given the land tenure involved a Forestry Tasmania Reserve Activity
Assessment (RAA) will potentially be required to approve the final trail
alignments. Given this process has already been completed for much of the
original trail alignments, it is anticipated that the process should pose little
issues for the development.

19.4 Engaging a suitable construction provider
Unlike a commercial or residential construction project, there is only so much
design detail that can be given in a trail master plan/trail design process. The
natural environment poses many unique challenges that will often dictate a
change in trail alignment that could never have been seen during the design
process. Buried bed rock, animal habitats and underground springs are all
examples of factors that will force a change in trail alignment should they
appear during construction. For this reason it is essential that mountain bike
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trails and facilities are built by highly experienced specialist construction
companies, with significant experience building mountain bike trails.
The final character and style of a trail is almost entirely dictated by the
construction team and particularly the machine operator involved in the
construction process. A mountain bike trail has an absolute reliance on
developing a riding ‘flow’, where braking is minimised and the trail carries a
rider along in a smooth, undulating fashion. Unlike a walking trail, which
typically relies on a flat, even surface, a mountain bike trails is about creating
a three dimensional landscape. This again is an essential reason for
engaging a suitable construction company to complete the project.
A number of avenues are available for involving trainees and retrained
workers, though this should be as part of a professionally managed trail team.

19.5 Construction methods
Currently the majority of professionally built mountain bike trails are
constructed utilising machinery, in most cases a small excavator (~1.5 tonne).
A mini-excavator, if professionally driven is a fast, economical and ultimately
optimal method of building most mountain bike trails. These machines allow
for simple construction of a variety of trail features, rock walls, TTF’s, rolling
terrain, and bermed corners and jumps; all features that consume significant
time if hand built. Ultimately in most cases machinery allows for construction
of a much more exciting, engaging trail experience.
All excavation work should be followed with extensive hand finishing. Dirt Art
typically compose project teams in the following make up;
Management Team
Project Manager x 1
Office Support/Logistics Team
Construction Team
Machine operator x 1
Trail Crew/Finishing Team x 1-2
Typically projects are constructed with more than one machine operator, in
most cases utilising two finishing/trail crew members behind each piece of
machinery. It is suggested that given the challenges posed by the Hollybank
site that the most economical and efficient approach for construction would be
to involve 2 to 3 construction teams.
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19.6 Estimated construction timeframe
Trail/facility
Pump Track
Skills area
Green Loop Trail
Blue Short Loop Trail
River Link Trail
Ginger Ridge Connector Trail
Ginger Ridge Trail
Upper Black Trail
Shuttle Link Trail

Estimated construction timeframe
One week
Two weeks
10 - 12 weeks
8 - 10 weeks
8 - 10 weeks
4 - 5 weeks
10 - 12 weeks
3 - 4 weeks
1 - 2 weeks

Note that the above construction times are generally slower than mountain
bike trail construction rates in easy-typical conditions. This is due to the
rocky, challenging conditions posed by the site. Construction may occur in a
quicker fashion through much of the site, with the above to be considered as
conservative, average time frames.
Depending on varied construction approaches and labour force size, the
entire project could be completed in 5 - 8 months.

19.7 Seasonal construction considerations
While trail construction may take place in any season, individual sites suit a
certain construction season better than others. Due to the high rock content
in the soil at Hollybank and large rock slabs, machine construction would be
difficult in some areas of the site during wetter seasons. Ideally the project
will be constructed in drier seasons (summer, autumn and spring), though a
considered approach would allow some areas to be built in winter/wetter
months.
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20 Business development opportunities
20.1 Existing bike-specific businesses
20.1.1 Vertigo Mountain Biking
Vertigo Mountain Biking is a Launceston-based company who offer a range of
boutique mountain bike tours throughout Tasmania, though with a north
eastern and north western focus. Vertigo have been in operation for
approximately 18 months, and are currently beginning to gain momentum with
both a national and international market.
Vertigo currently conduct tours in the Blue Tier region, and have expressed a
strong interest in increasing their range of tours to utilise any of the proposed
trails in this TMP.
20.1.2 Mountain Bike! Tasmania
Mountain Bike! Tasmania is a Launceston-based company who offer a range
of tours in the North East of Tasmania, with a traditional focus in the Ben
Lomond region.
20.1.3 The Blue Dragon Event
The Blue Dragon event is in its fourth year of operation, seeing sustained
growth in numbers each year. The event is based between the towns of
Derby and Weldborough, utilising a range of existing formal and informal trails
with a focus in the Blue Tier and Derby regions.
The Blue Dragon event has significant potential to expand to encompass any
of the new trails proposed in this report, or potential also exists for the event
promoters to explore new event products in the Hollybank site.

20.2 Potential new business ventures
20.2.1 Skills clinics and instruction
Currently in Tasmania there is one main provider of mountain bike skills
clinics, MTB Skills based in the Hobart area. MTB Skills began operation in
Tasmania in late 2012, as a regional arm of the national business based in
Forrest, Victoria. While currently based in Southern Tasmania potential exists
for this group to open a new centre utilising the Hollybank facility, which would
be perfectly suited for skills development clinics.
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Given the growth in mountain biking there is also potential for new operators
in the skills market, or for other existing businesses to expand into this
segment. The Hollybank facility is perfectly suited to skills clinics and
instruction.
20.2.2 Shuttle services
The provision of shuttle services is a relatively new concept in Australia,
though these services have proven very popular in the international mountain
bike market for some years. Companies such as Southstar Shuttle in New
Zealand 11 have provided this service to both a cross country and downhill
market with great success.
Given the extension of the Hollybank trail network up onto Mount Arthur, both
the new proposed Eaglehawk Tier Trail and the existing downhill trail offer an
ideal opportunity to develop a business shuttling riders to the upper trailhead.
Such a service would ideally be driven and managed from within the existing
operations at the Hollybank Treetops Adventure.
20.2.3 Trail head bike store/service centre
The concept of a trail head bike service centre is relatively new in Australia,
though these ventures are well established internationally, particularly in the
United Kingdom. Trail Mix is Australia’s biggest trail head bike store, located
in the Lysterfield Reserve, a 30 minute drive from the Melbourne CBD12. The
store offers test bikes, utilising the trail network in Lysterfield, and also a full
retail and workshop service. In New Zealand, a busy ‘pop up’ shop is
available at the two most popular trail centres on the North Island, Rotorua
and Woodhill 13.
Given the availability of a high quality visitor centre and café at Hollybank,
there is significant potential to develop a small retail centre, which could also
act as a service centre and bike hire shop. This retail centre has scope to act
as a hire base for the entire proposed NEMTB Development.

11

http://www.southstaradventures.com/
www.Trailmix.com.au
13
http://www.bikeparks.co.nz/
12
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21 Event potential
21.1 Overview
Mountain bike events provide not only a significant one-time economic boost,
but also an excellent advertising medium for mountain bike facilities and
experiences. Dirt Art suggest that the facility as proposed in this TMP offers a
range of different potential event hosting avenues including, cross country
Olympic, cross country enduro, super D/gravity cross country and downhill.
Other potential events may include mountain bike orienteering and trail
running.
Conduction of mountain bike events also has potential to provide an income
stream to assist with facility maintenance and ongoing capital investment and
renewal. Standard event hosting arrangements will be explored in Section
21.4.

21.2 Existing events and providers
21.2.1 The Launceston Mountain Bike Club
The Launceston Mountain Bike Club (LMBC) is the only not-for-profit
organisation delivering mountain bike events in the Launceston and North
East areas of Tasmania. LMBC have a strong membership base
(approximately 120 members), who are predominantly cross country
focussed. The club delivers a range of cross country events, typically with an
enduro/timed format focus. The club does not currently host downhill events,
though these events have formed part of the clubs program in the past. The
club’s key event for the year is the LMBC 12 Hour, which attracted ~200
people in 2012.
The proposed Hollybank facility would provide the LMBC with a range of event
hosting options including, enduro/timed format cross country, Olympic cross
country, super D and downhill.
21.2.2 The Blue Dragon
The Blue Dragon is an existing privately-run event, which is currently
focussed around the Derby/Weldborough region. The event attracted 300+
entrants in 2012, many of which were from interstate.
While the event is currently focussed in the Derby/Weldborough area there is
potential to either complete part of the event at Hollybank, or for the event
providers to explore new event options in the Hollybank area.
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21.2.3 The King and Queen of Ben Lomond
This event is run by the Launceston Mountain Bike Club involving a hill climb
up Ben Lomond.

21.3 Potential for new events
A number of potential new event formats would be possible utilising the
Hollybank trail network, these will be explored below;
Super D/Gravity Enduro- This style of event is growing rapidly in popularity,
and would be perfectly suited to the Eaglehawk Tier Trail.
Timed format/Enduro Cross Country- This event format is very popular in
Australia, with similar events in Tasmania attracting 100-300 participants.
The trail network at Hollybank offers a number of options to make up the
6-10km loop required for this racing format.

21.4 Managing event provider relationships
Throughout Australia event provider relationships are managed in a number of
different ways, though typically a fee is charged for providers engaging in a
commercial activity. Not-for-profit clubs and associations hosting events may
be managed differently, generally depending on the level of support (i.e.
volunteer maintenance) that they provide to the facility. Commercial events
have significant scope to bring meaningful financial gains to mountain bike
facilities, as an example the exclusive booking of Mount Stromlo in Canberra
involves a fee of $5,500 per weekend.
A typical arrangement would involve commercial event providers paying both
a bond and a per rider fee for utilising the venue. Bonds generally range from
$500-5,000, with per rider fee set on the size and impact of the event.
Generally a per rider fee is in the region of $2-10 per participant. Not-for-profit
associations and clubs in most cases pay the lower end of this per rider fee
range, and at times may have the fee waived.
Dirt Art suggest that commercial event providers who may wish to use the
Hollybank facility should be liable for a per rider fee of $5-10, depending on
the level of activity the event is likely to introduce into the area.
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22 Regional development and return on investment
22.1 Overview
Mountain biking is a significant driver of tourism and economic development
activity, both in Australia and around the world, with many towns utilising
mountain biking as a primary economic development activity. The North East
region of Tasmania possesses a number of key attributes particularly well
suited to the mountain bike market. The rugged and wild terrain, a short drive
from the major population centre of Launceston allows riders to experience a
true ‘wild ride’14 whilst having easy access to accommodation, dining and
services.
The Hollybank site offers a number of unique attributes, which when partnered
with a world-class network of trails will certainly attract significant interest from
intrastate, interstate and international visitors.

22.2 Tourism Research Council report15
22.2.1 Overview
The Tourism Research Council were contracted to develop a report on the
potential economic impact of the proposed NEMTB developments to the
regions. The report offers a detailed assessment of the current and potential
economic of mountain biking to the region, along with providing examples of
other successful mountain bike facilities both in Australia and overseas. Key
themes and statements are as follows;
-

14

Tasmania received 862,000 visitors in 2011 (Tourism Visitor Survey,
Tourism Tasmania).
In 2011 approximately 19,900 visitors to Tasmania rode a bicycle or
mountain bike (Tourism Visitor Survey, Tourism Tasmania).
In 2011 approximately 7,800 visitors to Northern Tasmania rode a
bicycle or mountain bike (Tourism Visitor Survey, Tourism Tasmania).
It is estimated that the local mountain bike population in Tasmania now
exceeds 25,000 (15,300 in 2000- ABS data).
In 2008 British Columbia (Canada) attracted 258,000 visitors for the
purpose of mountain biking.

A ‘wild ride’ is a classification provided in the Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan heirachy of
trail/trail centre types.
15
Tourism Research Council 2012, Potential for Mountain Biking in Northeast Tasmania
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-

-

Two scenarios are proposed; a focus on beginner-intermediate trails
and a focus on intermediate-advanced trails, with these scenarios
attracting visitor numbers of 21,360 and 15,924 respectively. This is
perhaps an oversimplified scenario, as much of the proposed network
of trails will cater for all markets. It is important to cater for advanced
riding as this demographic are the true ‘destination mountain biker’,
which will stay in a region longer and explore a far greater length of
trails.
Visitor expenditure is $1684 per trip, with an average spend per night
of $205 (page 21).
Every dollar spent by tourist in Tasmania creates an indirect $0.91 of
further expenditure (page 21).
Every $1m of direct tourism expenditure creates 11.4 FTE jobs in the
state (page 21).
It is estimated that 15 FTE positions will be created during the
construction phase of the projects. Dirt Art suggest this may be higher,
particularly if multiple sites are developed simultaneously (page 21).
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23 Potential threats and competition
23.1 Within Tasmania
The Greater Hobart region has been a ‘hot bed’ of mountain bike development
over the past five years, with the development of three mountain bike parks,
the internationally regarded North South Track and a number of other
mountain bike trail developments. The region has a number of pre-existing
trail centres open for mountain bike use including the Tangara Trail in
Clarence (an 80+km shared-use coastal trail) and the Snug Tiers, Snug
(numerous long distance loops on abandoned roads). A Greater Hobart
Mountain Bike Plan was recently completed, which is currently moving into
implementation phase for a number of trail projects.
While the Greater Hobart Region may be seen as a potential threat to the
NEMTB Development, in reality the two are more likely to be complimentary.
Destination mountain bikers could comfortably travel through both regions in
one week, or have the option to spend much longer if desired. With the two
regions both potentially housing over 100km of trail each, Tasmania offers an
internationally significant mountain bike holiday destination.

23.2 Within Australia
Mountain bike trail development in Australia remains relatively young, with
many larger cities and regional areas currently ‘playing catch up’ to develop
suitable mountain bike facilities to cater for a rapid increase in demand. The
following areas and facilities are recognised as current market leaders in trail
development, though Dirt Art suggest none pose a real threat of competition
to the NEMTB Development;
Mount Buller, Victoria: Regarded by many as Australia’s premier mountain
bike destination, Mount Buller has developed over 30km of purpose-built
mountain bike trails in the past three years. The resort offers two longer
distance all mountain descents, 30km of cross country mountain bike trails
and three downhill trails serviced by a chair lift in summer months. The resort
is renowned for high quality trails, though the current volumes can still be
explored by advanced riders in 1-2 days, with the resort also limited by a short
summer riding season. Remote areas of the trail networks offer a scenic
alpine experience, though the wilderness is arguably not competitive with the
North East of Tasmania.
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Forrest, Victoria: One of Australia’s original mountain bike trail centres,
Forrest Mountain Bike Trails were developed with the aim of reviving a town
once reliant on forestry. The trails surround the town, offering over ~30km of
singletrack.
Forrest remains popular with riders, though lacks in maintenance and capital
renewal to the point that many riders are tiring of the venue. Overall the
volume of trails is not sufficient to entice longer term (2+ day) stays.
Thredbo, NSW: Traditionally Thredbo has not placed a significant focus on
mountain bike trail development, though recently the resort has engaged
World Trail to develop a master plan for the site, which will involve new and
revitalised gravity/downhill and cross country trails. The likelihood of the
resort developing a volume and quality of trails competitive with the NEMTB
Proposal in the next 3-5 years is very low.
Cairns, QLD- Cairns was home to some of Australia’s first mountain bike
developments, in the Kuranda and Smithfield areas and went on to host the
World Mountain Bike Championships in 1996. Following this event the
facilities utilised for the Championships fell into disrepair. Recently major
works have been undertaken, with Cairns now confirmed to host the 2017
World MTB Championships.
Atherton (1hr from Cairns) has a master plan in place to develop over 60km of
purpose-built mountain bike trails, approximately half of which is now
completed. Atherton hosted the 2013 MTBA Marathon Championships, and
have a real interest in brining more high-level events to the area.
While there is a definite push to develop the Cairns region as a mountain bike
destination, it will attract a slightly different demographic to NEMTB
Development, with a vastly different experience on offer.

23.3 International - Southern hemisphere
New Zealand is arguably one of the worlds most recognised and highlyregarded mountain bike destinations, due to high volumes of enjoyable trails,
and a culture based around adventure tourism. Both North and South Islands
offer a number of mountain bike experiences for both downhill/gravity and
cross country riders. The North Island and South Island hubs of mountain
bike activity are generally recognised as Rotorua and Queenstown
respectively, though many new trail centres continue to emerge.
While the NEMTB Proposal may not compete with New Zealand in length of
trail, there is a real opportunity to develop unique and interesting trails, which
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offer attributes not currently available in New Zealand. Iconic Tasmania
Myrtle Forests and rocky granite outcrops distinguish the North East of
Tasmania, and provide a real point-of-difference from New Zealand mountain
bike opportunities.
Tour operator Vertigo state they have had a significant increase in the number
of New Zealand mountain bikers interested in and booking their North East
and North West Tasmanian mountain bike tour packages16.

16

Information provided by Buck Gibson, Vertigo MTB December 2012.
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24 Conclusion
The Hollybank Forest Reserve offers significant potential for the development
of a truly world-class mountain bike experience, offering true ‘iconic wild ride’
potential a mere 30 minute drive from Launceston City. The site offers the
terrain, topography and forest setting required to develop a unique network of
engaging trails. The trail master plan provided by Dirt Art also offers a
number of ‘bike park’ experiences, including a pump track, skills area and dirt
jump facility. These experiences cater not only for the tourist market, but also
provide a significant drawcard for local users. Building upon the original IMBA
plan for the area, the new trail master plan offers a range of experiences
highly sought after by the modern mountain bike market.
The completed facility would offer a unique hybrid between a peri-urban
mountain bike park and an iconic wild ride centre, thus catering for an
incredibly diverse market of users. The extensive infrastructure and existing
complimentary experiences available at Hollybank contribute significantly to
the appeal of the area as a mountain bike ‘destination’. With this comes
significant potential to establish new business ventures, such as trail head
retail, hire and tour ventures, all of which are perfectly suited to the proposed
mountain bike facility plan.
If developed to the plan provided it is suggested that Hollybank will be firmly
established as one of Australia’s leading mountain bike destinations.
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25 Appendix One- Mountain biking market segments
and riding styles
25.1 Overview
The mountain bike market is divided into various groups of riding activity, with
bicycles themselves developed to meet the particular needs of these market
sectors. While the following outlines the main categories of mountain bike
activity, it must be acknowledged that this is by no means an exhaustive list.
In recent years there has also been significant advancements in bicycle
technology, which is resulting in many riders choosing one bicycle to engage
in multiple styles of riding. This market sector is broadly referred to as all
mountain riding, and typically involved a dual suspension bicycle with 5-7
inches of front and rear suspension travel.

25.2 Cross country and all mountain
Cross country and all mountain riding is the largest sector of the mountain
bike market, making up some 80% of the mountain bike riding population 17.
These styles of riding may broadly be referred to as ‘every day’ riding, as this
is the type of riding most users will engage in. This market sector involves a
range of up hill and descending trail experiences ridden in either a point-topoint or loop format. Desirable trail characteristics vary dependant on rider
skill and experience, though generally speaking riders in the all mountain
category typically desire a more challenging riding experience. Cross country
is the mountain bike discipline included in the Olympic Games.
With advancements in bicycle technology there is significant growth in the all
mountain sector, and a marked shift to this sector by traditional cross country
riders. Generally speaking all mountain riders desire a descending-focussed
riding experience.
Cross country bicycles typically have 0-4 inches of suspension travel,
whereas the all mountain bicycle has an average suspension travel of 6-7
inches. Broadly speaking, all mountain bicycles make up the dominant share
of recreational riding, whereas cross country specific bicycles are generally
utilised in a racing and training scenario.

17

Noted in numerous user surveys conducted by Dirt Art over the past five years
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25.3 Downhill
Downhill mountain biking typically refers to purely descending riding, where
riders utilise a course of between 2-5 minutes in length. This market segment
typically involves more robust bicycles with greater suspension travel (8-10
inches front and rear). Downhill riders typically utilise a chairlift of vehicle
shuttle to deliver them to the trail head, as downhill-specific bicycles are not
design for uphill riding.
Downhill mountain biking typically involves more challenging riding terrain and
steeper trail gradients, though the emergence of all mountain riding has
brought more downhill trail elements into every-day mountain biking.

25.4 Dirt jumping
Dirt jumping is widely considered as a market segment only populated by
younger riders, and while these users may make up the dominant
demographic in this style of riding there is a broad cross section of riders who
also engage in dirt jump riding.
Dirt jumping involved a point-to-point or loop course typically populated by a
variety of jumps, rollers and bermed corners. Users aim to gain maximum
airtime while riding as smoothly as possible. More advanced dirt jump riders
complete many different aerial manoeuvres including 360’s, back flips and
front flips.
Dirt jumping has a direct cross-over with BMX riding, with both user groups
utilising the same facility type.

25.5 Pump Tracks
Pump track riding is a relatively new though fast growing style of mountain
biking, which involves a small, low lying track populated with a variety of
rollers and bermed corners. The aim is to ‘pump’ the bike through the track,
gaining momentum without the need for pedalling. These simple, low
maintenance facilities have a small footprint and relatively low development
costs, and are thus perfect for an urban and peri-urban facility setting.

25.6 Head-to-head
Head-to-head mountain biking is predominantly a racing-focussed discipline,
which has seen a variety of different formats over the past ten years. The
discipline began with a dual slalom format, whereby two riders raced each
other down separate, parallel courses. This format was changed to four cross
in 2004, which involved four riders racing down a single, wide course
populated by a variety of natural terrain features, jumps and corners.
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In 2012 the UCI (Union Cycliste Internationale)18 removed four cross from its
World Cup racing calendar, which resulted in many national federations
removing the discipline fro their race schedules. A decision has not yet been
published regarding four cross racing either in Australia or on the world stage.

18

The UCI is the international governing body responsible for all cycling disciplines
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26 Appendix Two- Mountain bike racing formats19
26.1 Cross Country Olympic (XCO)
XCO is the mountain bike discipline included in the Olympic Games, and
provides a diverse riding experience including climbing and descending. An
XCO course must be between 4km and 6km in length, preferably using the
venue in the form of a cloverleaf to provide optimum course contact with the
race village. No more than 15% of the course may be on paved or sealed
road.

26.2 Cross Country Enduro/Timed Format (XCEN)
A multi-lap cross country event based on a set time format of 1-24 hours in
duration. Riders are judged on the number of laps they complete in the given
time frame. Course length should be at least 5km, with a longer course
required for larger competitor numbers.

26.3 Cross Country Point-to-Point (XCP)
A cross country format event utilising a point-to-point course of between 2060km in length. Variations to course length may be allowed at the discretion
of the Technical Delegate.

26.4 Cross Country Marathon (XCM)
XCM utilises a course of between 60km and 120km. The event can be run in
the following formats; single loop, point-to-point, or over a maximum of three
laps. In the event of a single lap format no part of the course may be covered
twice. In the event of a multi-lap event short cuts for some classes are not
permitted.

26.5 Cross Country Short Course (XCC)
XCC utilises a course of up to 800 metres in length, which should allow for
passing opportunities throughout the entire course length. The course may
have artificial features if they are safe and easily passable by the majority of
riders.

26.6 Cross Country Eliminator (XCE)
XCE is a short course cross country racing format where riders contest a
course up to 1km in length. Riders race in groups of four and are eliminated
19

Information from Mountain Bike Australia (MTBA) 2011 Technical Regulations.
www.mtba.asn.au
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in a format similar to four cross racing. The course may include a range of
natural and artificial obstacles. Qualification rounds will take place in a similar
format to a 4X event.

26.7 Super D/Gravity Enduro (SD)
A point-to-point event involving a predominantly descending course contested
in a mass start, eliminator or time trial format. A Super D requires a course of
at least 2.5km in length with multiple passing opportunities. The course
length will often dictate the racing format utilised, with longer courses being
more suitable for mass start racing.

26.8 Downhill (DHI)
DHI is a point-to-point format race involving a course of between 1.5km and
3.5 km. Total race time should be between two and five minutes. The course
must contain a maximum of 3% paved roads and will consist of a variety of
different terrain types. There should be an emphasis on technical skills rather
than pedalling.

26.9 Four Cross (4X)
4X involves a descending course of between 30 and 60 seconds in length.
The course should involve a variety of terrain including; jumps, banked turns,
flat turns and natural terrain features. 4X is a competition that consists of
qualifying round/s or timed qualifying, followed by a series of races (motos)
where four riders share the one course. The first and second placed riders in
each moto advance to the next round.
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27 Appendix Three- Mountain biking in Australia and
around the world
27.1 Mountain biking in Australia
27.2 History
Mountain biking has been well established in Australia since the early 90’s,
though the sport has really begun to prosper in the mid-late 90’s, which saw a
period of some of the first purpose-built mountain bike infrastructure in
Australia. In 2004 some of Australia’s first large-scale mountain bike parks
were developed, namely Glenorchy Mountain Bike Park in Tasmania and
Mount Stromlo in Canberra. Prior to these developments, mountain biking
was taking place largely on existing walking trails and on informal trails
created by the riders themselves.
Between 2005 and the present day there have been significant advances in
mountain bike technology, which is largely defining the type of riding
experience that is desired by riders. While some trends in riding have come
and gone, the disciplines of downhill and cross country have remained, with
some blurring of boundaries between these styles of riding with the
emergence of the all-mountain bicycle.

27.3 Current market
The current mountain bike market is dominated by longer travel cross country
mountain bikes, broadly referred to as ‘all mountain’ bicycles. This style of
bike is incredibly capable at both climbing and descending, and has effectively
increased the capability of the average rider.
Currently riders are seeking a broad range of experiences from local urban
and peri-urban trails through to remote wilderness style longer distance riding
experiences. Generally speaking the tourist market is seeking these
destination, adventure experiences in a more remote natural environment,
involving longer distance loop or point-to-point trails, whereas more urban
based riding is typically populated by local riders.
Research indicates that the current demographic of riders is predominately
male, with an age of 30-40 years and a higher disposable income 20. This
market is a key target for tourism as they are seeking longer, destinationbased’ stays and typically seek out high quality dining and accommodation
options.
20

Koepke, J. (2005) Exploring the Market Potential for Yukon Mountain Bike Tourism,
Cycling Association of Yukon, Canada, page 5.
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27.4 Current participation and economic data- Australia
Current participation data for mountain biking in Australia is distinctly lacking,
though as new commercial venues emerge more data is becoming available.
Traditionally the recording of trail usage numbers has been a relatively rare
practice, though in a current climate often characterised by particularly frugal
government and corporate investment this practice is increasing being used to
justify investment in trails. Sample data from some of Australia’s key
mountain bike destinations can be found below;
Location
Land Manager
Trail Volume
Annual Usage
Numbers
Funding Sources
Overview

Mount Buller (Victoria)
Mount Buller Resort Management Board, DSE Victoria
58km+
23,000 (Five month period)
Internal, DSE, TQAL Grants

Mount Buller have invested over $750k over a three-year period in developing
predominantly all mountain and cross country mountain bike trails. Recent
data for the for the resort from the 2011/12 Summer recorded a total rider
count of 23,000 over a five month period.21

Location
Land Manager
Trail Volume
Annual Usage
Numbers
Funding Sources
Overview

You Yangs (Victoria)
Parks Victoria
60km
90,000
Internal, Various grants, Corporate Sponsorship

You Yangs have recorded rider numbers of approximately 90,000 per annum
in 2011, though a higher true count is expected due to the various entry points
used for the park.22

21
22

th

www.world-trail.com accessed 25 November 2012.
Data provided by Parks Victoria staff July 2012.
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Location
Land Manager
Trail Volume
Annual Usage
Numbers
Funding Sources

Kalamunda Circuit (Western Australia)
Department of Environment and Conservation
30km
24,000+
Internal, Lotteries West Grants, SRT Grants, Corporate
Sponsorship, WAMBA Fund Raising

Overview
The Kalamunda Circuit houses over 30km of formal mountain bike trails, with
development of another 10km+ of trails currently underway. Local land
manager Department of Conservation and Land Management (DEC) state
current usage numbers at approximately 400+ people per day.23

Location
Land Manager
Trail Volume
Annual Usage
Numbers
Funding Sources

Mount Gunjin (Western Australia)
Department of Environment and Conservation
10km
Unknown
Internal funding, Lotteries West Grants, WAMBA Fund
Raising

Overview
The Mount Gunjin Gravity cross country trails are one of Western Australia’s
most significant mountain bike trail networks, offering a style of trail
experience previously unavailable in Western Australia. Usage numbers are
not currently known, though WAMBA state that there is currently very high,
consistent usage of the trails, anecdotally to a similar if not higher level than
the above-mentioned Kalamunda Circuit.

23

Data obtained from the Department of Conservation and Environment, Western Australia
December 2012.
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27.5 Current Participation and economic data- International
Internationally, New Zealand is Australia’s closest competitor in the mountain
bike tourism market. While New Zealand offers significant volumes of trails,
not all trails are necessarily of a world-class standard, and many are in
working forests. Examples of participation in a New Zealand context can be
seen below;
Rotorua (South Island) is perhaps New Zealand’s most recognised and
loved mountain bike destination. The 120km+ trail network is regarded
around the world for its fast, flowing trails through a working pine forest.
Research by APR Consulting found that approximately 33% of visitrs to the
forest in 2007 were Australian24. It was recently reported that mountain bike
activity in Rotorua is generating $10.2m per annum, as opposed to the $4.6m
(one time) in export revenue potentially generated by logging the forest25.
Whistler Mountain Bike Park (Canada) is perhaps the worlds most
recognised mountain bike park, offering one of the highest volumes of trail in
one venue anywhere in the world. Mountain bike activity in Whistler attributed
some $34m to the local economy in 200626.

27.6 The future
The sport of mountain biking has continued to see sustained and exponential
growth both in Australia and overseas. With current demand for high-quality
riding opportunities still far exceeding supply, there exists significant potential
to see excellent return on investment when developing world-class mountain
bike trails and facilities.
The next few years will see bike technology stabilise following a huge
increase in bicycle capability in the past five years. The all mountain category
of riding will continue to grow, resulting in an increasing demand for more
challenging, descending-focussed riding. Dirt Art suggests that the next five
years will see a huge increase in demand chairlift or shuttle accessed
descending cross country and all mountain trail experiences.

24

Recreational Use and Economic Impact of Whakarewarewa Forest (2009 Update), APR
Consultants
25
th
The New Zealand Herald January 17 2012, Bikes bring more money than wood from
Rotorua forest
26

Sea to Sky Mountain Biking Economic Impact Study, Whistler Report. Western Canada
Mountain Bike Tourism Association, 2007.
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28 Appendix Four- Additional trail designs
28.1 Upper Double Black Trail
Trail length
Estimated ride time
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface

TTF’s

~ 250 metres
0.5-2 minutes
IMBA Double Black Diamond/extreme
Hand built
600 – 800mm
Predominantly natural including bed rock tread.
Some sections may require an imported surface
and/or boardwalk tread
Significant scope for rock slab TTF’s
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29 Appendix Five- Additional trail concepts
29.1 Overview
The following are concept alignments for potential future trails in the
Hollybank area. The ethos of these concepts are to provide a range of riding
loops in the Hollybank area, and diversify the riding experience to cater for a
broader range for rider skill levels. It must be noted that these are concept
alignments only, and as such have not been ground truthed. Due to the rocky
terrain and in places dense vegetation, it is suggested that a comprehensive
design process would be required to confirm a final alignment for these trails.
Trails are listed in priority development order over the page.
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29.2 Upgrade of existing downhill trail
Trail length
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface

TTF’s
Estimated development
cost

1.2 kilometres
IMBA double black or IMBA single black
diamond
Hand built
600 – 800mm
Predominantly natural including bed rock tread.
Some sections may require an imported surface
and/or boardwalk tread
Significant scope for rock slab TTF’s
$25,000.00
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29.3 Eaglehawk Tier Climb Trail Part Two and Three
(Concept Only)
Trail length
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface

TTF’s
Estimated development
cost

~9.2 kilometres
IMBA blue square/more difficult
Hand built
600 – 1000mm
Predominantly natural including bed rock tread.
Some sections may require an imported surface
and/or boardwalk tread
Significant scope for rock slab TTF’s
$400,000
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Overview
The Eaglehawk Tier Climb Trail Part Two and Three is a concept alignment
intended to provide a gently ascending route to the top of the Eaglehawk Tier
Trail. The trail intersects at multiple locations with the proposed Eaglehawk
Tier Trail, allowing a range of different loops to be ridden and also providing
shorter ride options for less experienced riders. The trail has been designed to
fit within a relatively close proximity with the proposed descent, which
provides optimal access for construction and for ongoing maintenance. In its
conceptual location this trail travels no closer than 20 metres from the
Eaglehawk Tier Trail, which ensures the two trails are not visible to each
other, thus enhancing the wilderness experience and iconic nature of both
trails.
It must be noted that this is a concept alignment only, and has not been
ground truthed. Due to the difficulty in terrain and dense vegetation for much
of the Hollybank area, it is likely that this concept will require realigning during
any ground truthing.
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29.4 Eaglehawk Tier Climb Trail Part One (Concept Only)
Trail length
Trail difficulty rating
Suggested construction
method
Tread width
Trail surface
TTF’s
Estimated development
cost

3.1 kilometres
IMBA Blue Square/More Difficult
Hand built
600 – 800mm
Predominantly natural including bed rock tread.
Some sections may require an imported surface
Scope for various optional TTF’s
$120,000
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Overview
The Eaglehawk Tier Climb Part One Trail allows this section of trail to be
ridden in a single-directional loop format. If constructed, it is suggested that
the original Eaglehawk Tier Part One Trail is utilised as a return trail, with the
Eaglehawk Tier Climb Part One Trail to form an outgoing trail. If completed it
is suggested that these trails are managed as single direction only, allowing
the entire Hollybank trail network to be ridden as an uninterrupted whole.
Eaglehawk Tier Climb Part One Trail travels along a picturesque river bank,
providing a gentle rolling contour trail with an emphasis on flow.
It must be noted that this is a concept alignment only, and has not been
ground truthed. Due to the difficulty in terrain and dense vegetation for much
of the Hollybank area, it is likely that this concept will require realigning during
any ground truthing.
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29.5 All concept and designed trails
Hollybank- All Designed, Existing and Concept Trails

1

2

6
4

3

9
5
7

10
8

12345678910-

Trail One- Green Loop Trail
Trail Two- Blue Short Loop Trail
Trail Three- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part One
Trail Four- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Two
Trail Five- Eaglehawk Tier Trail Part Three
Trail Six- Eaglehawk Tier Climb Trail Part One
Trail Seven- Eaglehawk Tier Climb Trail Part Two
Trail Eight- Eaglehawk Tier Climb Trail Part Three
Trail Nine- Double Black Descent Trail
Trail Ten- Existing Ginger Ridge Downhill Trail
Existing Trail
Designed Trail
Concept trail only

30 Appendix Six
Tasmanian Mountain Bike Plan

Figure 5.1. Tasmanian MTB trails hierarchy
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RETURN ACCESS TRACK

H- 2000

H- 600

H- 1200
D- 2000
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D- 2000

H- 400
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D- 2000

H- 1200
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H- 1800
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H- 1800
D 3000

H- 400

DIRT JUMP START AREA

H- 1800
D- 4000

H- 1800
D- 3500

H- 600

H- 600

H- 1800
D- 3000

SPECTATOR/
CHILL OUT ZONE

H- 1500

H- 1200
D- 2000

H- 1500

H-1000

H- 600

H- 1500

H- 600

H- 600

PUMP TRACK START AREA

H- 1500

1200 DROP

H- 1500

H- 600

600 DROP

SKILLS AREA/TRAIL START

HOLLYBANK MOUNTAIN BIKE PARK- POCKET PARK AREA

DIRT ROLLER

LOG RIDE

0M

5M

10M

15M

STANDARD UNIT OF MEASURE- MILIMETERE

20M

SKILLS TRAIL

ROCK GARDEN

STANDARD TABLE TOP

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

TIMBER BALANCE BEAM

TIMBER FORM ROLLER

STANDARD ROLLER

H- JUMP/FEATURE HEIGHT
D- JUMP/FEATURE DISTANCE

TABLETOP JUMP

TIMBER DROP OFF

STANDARD DOUBLE JUMP

STANDARD PROFILES AND FEATURES

FOOTPRINT SIZE: 75M X 25M
BASE CONSTRUCTION: 500M3+ CLEAN CLAY
SURFACE MATERIAL: COMPACTED CLAY/GRAVEL MATERIAL
DRAINAGE: PASSIVE ONLY
TRAIL FEATURES: AS NOTED

SKILLS AREA/TRAIL

FOOTPRINT SIZE: 85M X 25M
BASE CONSTRUCTION: 1250M3+ CLEAN CLAY
SURFACE MATERIAL: COMPACTED CLAY/GRAVEL MATERIAL
DRAINAGE: PASSIVE ONLY

DIRT JUMP AREA

FOOTPRINT SIZE: 25M X 45M
BASE CONSTRUCTION: 250M3 CLEAN CLAY
SURFACE MATERIAL: COMPACTED CLAY/GRAVEL MATERIAL
DRAINAGE: PASSIVE ONLY

PUMP TRACK

PROJECT: HOLLYBANK MOUNTAIN BIKE PARK
CLIENT: NORTHERN TASMANIA DEVELOPMENT
DATE: 10TH DECEMBER 2012 2012
DESIGN TITLE: DRAFT 1
SCALE: 1/100

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
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IMBA Trail Difficulty Rating System (TDRS)
Symbol

O

Name
Grading
Tread width
Surface

White Circle
Easiest
1800mm or greater.
Hardened or smooth.

Green Circle
Easy/Beginner
900mm or greater.
Mostly firm and stable.

Average grade
Maximum grade
Level of
exposure

Less than 5%.
10%
Firm and level fall zone to
either side of the trail.

5% or less.
15%
Exposure to either side of trail
corridor includes downward
slopes of up to 10%.

Technical trail
features and
natural
obstacles

No obstacles

Unavoidable obstacles to
50mm (logs, roots, rocks).
Avoidable, rollable obstacles
may be presents.
Unavoidable bridges 900mm or
greater in width.

Blue Square
Intermediate/more difficult
600mm or greater.
Mostly firm and stable with
some variability.
10% or less.
15% or greater
Exposure to either side of trail
corridor includes downward
slopes of up to 20%.

Black Diamond
Very DifficultAdvanced
300mm or greater.
Widely variable.

Double Black Diamond
Extremely difficult
150mm or greater.

15% or less.
15% or greater
Exposure to either side of
trail corridor includes steep
downward slopes or free fall.

20% or greater.

Unavoidable, rollable obstacles
to 200mm high (logs, roots,
rocks).

Unavoidable obstacles to
380mm high (logs, roots,
rocks or constructed
obstacles).

Avoidable obstacles may be
present.
Unavoidable bridges 600mm or
greater in width.
TTF’s 600mm high or less.
Width of deck is greater than
half the height.

Avoidable obstacles may be
present.
Unavoidable bridges 600mm
or greater in width.
TTF’s 1200mm high or less.
Width of deck is less than
half the height.
Short sections may exceed
criteria.

Widely variable and
unpredictable.
15% or greater

Exposure to either side
of trail corridor includes
steep downward slopes
or free fall.
Unavoidable obstacles to
380mm high or greater
(logs, roots, rocks or
constructed obstacles).
Avoidable obstacles may
be present.
TTF’s 1200mm high or
greater. Width of deck is
unpredictable.
Unavoidable bridges
600mm or narrower in
width.
Many sections may
exceed criteria.

